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The hysteria that's greeting
the Moodv Blues’ sudden
resurgence seems about
to make Alice Cooper.
Chicago am! Jethro Tull
look like last year's bands.

by Ward Beaverman
Photos: Emerson-Loew
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John Lodge, bass: They were astonish^

Justin Hayward, guitar: One fan
take him to Mars In his flying slucer.
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TD eter Jackson, the combination tourhour, and a record that miraculously
JL manager, confidant and sometime
zoomed into the top twenty a full five
bodyguard for the Moody Blues, sits
years after it first came out, the
in a swivel chair in the Manhattan ■ Moodies’ traditional lack of interest
offices of the group’s press agent, tak
in publicity has left them an unknown
ing a breather in between dashes up
name outside the rock scene. As
and down the Big Town. It’s late Sep
the song says, “Isn’t life stray-yaytember and he has just arrived in the
yange. . .
States to finalize arrangements for the
The Seventh Sojourn: While Peter
Moodies’ historic October and No
Jackson reclines in his chair for a
vember U.S. tour; as he leans back
few minutes, two more members of
and tries to pull his thoughts together,
the Moodies team run around Man
the phone on the large wooden desk
hattan Island tying up other loose
in front of him rings constantly—
ends. In a hotel a few blocks away,
newspaper editors are requesting tick
Gerry Hoff, the President of Thresh
ets for concerts which had sold out
old Records (the Moodys’ own la
weeks in advance. One editor of a
bel), fills in the powers-that-be at
large daily newspaper, after hearing
London Records about the current
about the ticket situation, mumbled,
whereabouts and whatsises of his com
pany; and Tony Clarke, the Moodies’
“I see . .
and then asked, "But tell
me, who ARE the Moody Blues?"
producer, hides himself away in a
New York City pressing plant, where
Despite twenty million LP’s, a new
he carefully oversees the mastering
album that turned platinum a month
of the new group album, The Moody
before it came out, an L.A. Forum
Blues’ Seventh Sojourn (on London
concert that sold out in less than an
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Records). This album, recorded over
a four-and-onc-half month period dur
ing which the Moodies spent ten to
twelve hours a day in the studios,
marks the first time since the release
of Days of Future Passed in 1968
that the group has produced a nonconceptual work. Speaking of it, Peter
Jackson smiles, “Ah, it's great, their
best yet. It’s Moody Blues rock’n
roll."
There were times during the past
year when it seemed as if Seventh
Sojourn might never be released at all.
Justin Hayward, Graeme Edge, Ray
Thomas and John Lodge first tripped
into the studio in Mike Pinder’s back
yard last January; however, during
January all of England was in the
midst of a crippling coal strike, and
power cuts placed severe limitations
on the amount of work they could ac
complish in a recording studio. In
February, with just a few tracks down,
the group halted further work to do
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Mike Pinder, mellotron
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a British tour, which was in turn cut
short when John Lodge came down
with the flu. March and April brought
—aside from John’s recovery—an
American tour, followed by a brief
vacation, and then a European tour.
As soon as that was all taken care of,
they headed back to England to make
up a few dates which had been can
celled by John’s illness. By the time
the group were finally back in the
studios, summer was upon theiyi and
the work they had done in January
seemed very old. Too old. In the end
they discarded all but “Isn’t Life
Strange," which had been released as
a single during the spring. After that,
the Moodies knocked themselves out
trying to get an album finished in
time for their fall tour. But at least
all their troubles haven’t been in vain;
like Peter Jackson, Tony Clarke and
Gerry Hoff, the Moodies are very
pleased with Seventh Sojourn and like
it more than anything they’ve done in

years.
The strange return of
White Satin"—All things
J 972 has been a strange ye£*r
Moody Blues. Their
single, “Nights in White Satin
off all on its own, and much
one’s surprise suddenly app4'“
the top twenty without b^r
either advertising or promote?
song, which composer Justin
says is “about an audience in
bury, a flat in Bayswater an<*
stasy of an hour of love,"
taken for a new release by
Coast disc-jockey who subS^gave it heavy air-play. vvh®,'—
bers of the listening audieP4”
thought it was new and began
ing it at local record shops,
was re-released. Now,
fortunate mistake on the part
informed disc-jockey, the
suddenly have their first ^jt
since that golden oldie,

fringe. Like moths to the proverbial
flame, religious fanatics, pseudo-psychics, space people and so forth flock
directly to the stage door of the Mood
ies. You have your apostolic types,
who practically arrive on their knees
begging for blessings. Without fail,
whenever a would-be worshipper ap
pears in a Moodies’ dressing room,
one of the group ends up in a corner
for hours, just trying to bring a little
reason into the situation. But with
some, like the guy in Chicago who
wanted to take the boys to Mars on
his flying saucer (and In between
shows, yet), reason just doesn’t work.
And then there was the guy in San
Antonio . . .
Last spring, an hour or two before
the Moody Blues were to go onstage
for a concert in Texas, into their
dressing room floated none other than
the Queen of Norman, a previously
unknown doomsday prophet. The
Queen, who happens to be a guy,
must be given credit for the novelty
of his approach—this time, he was
the guru and they were supposed to
be the disciples. (Right?) Singling
out Justin Hayward, the Moodies
mild-mannered and unbelievably shy
lead guitarist, the Queen ranted into
a revival pitch with lots of words and
little success. When Justin remained
unconvinced by all the rhetoric, his
royal holiness began to get a little
too physical. At this point Peter Jackson entered the picture and caught
sight of some long, tall lunatic shoving
Justin across the room.
"I’m really a very easy-going sort
of guy, you know," says Peter, who is
also a very large, strong-looking sort
of guy. "But this guy was really getting
scary. So I just pushed him out the
door and slammed it behind him.”
Then, staring down at his hands, he
continues, "and I slammed it so hard
that the doorknob came off in my
hand.”
The drum that plays Itself: The
possibility of overly enthusiastic fans
was not the only thing on the minds
of the Moody Blues as they prepared
for their fall tour. Other more urgent
considerations included a parcel of
new electronic equipment and a quad
rophonic P.A.. Since the end of their
spring U.S. tour, Mike Pinder has
once again revamped his trusty Mellotron; at this point, he has added so
many personal innovations that both
the group and the original manufac
turer concede that the beast is now
really a "Pindertron." The latest
model sports three keyboards and a
quad hookup, and can simulate any
thing from masses of violins to a con
certina. (The latter effect can be heard
on the new album in the Ray Thomas
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song, “For My Lady,” which strongly
resembles a sea-chanty. A little horn
pipe, anyone?)
Pindertrons have been known to be
very sensitive, but they were by no
means the main problem of the mo
ment. That title has been won by
Graeme’s mad “Edgetronics." For
what seems like years now, Graeme
Edge has been devoting all of his
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Graeme Edge, drums: Their tour was
tangled In minor problems . . . like
Graeme's electronic drum kit's Insistence
on ploying Itself whenever the stsge lights
went on.

spare time to the perfection of a
totally electronic drum kit. Despite
frantic efforts to control it, the thing
seems to have a mind of its own and
is so hyper-sensitive that it reacts—
violently—to things Ijke hdat, humidi
ty, air pressure, and even the slight
est fluctuation in electrical currents.
"In a hall it’s insanity,” Graeme told
an interviewer. “They'll switch from
the red to the blue spotlights and the
drum kit plays on its own. It’s not

too bad, except the lights play it
better than I do."
Despite the fact that as recently
as early September visitors to the
Edge home were startled to hear wild
bangings as the refrigerator kickedoff the drums by switching on and
off, Graeme still hoped to use it on
the fall tour. But up until the last
minute, no one was certain if the
damned thing could even survive the
trans-Atlantic flight.
Timothy Leary and the CIA: As
many a frustrated writer can tell you,
the Moody Blues are just plain weird
when it comes down to doing inter
views. Having found in the past that
they were expected to answer ques
tions they would prefer to avoid (on
subjects like politics and religion, for
example), now except in cases of dire
emergency they shy away from the
press altogether. As Gerry Hoff puts
it, “Everything they have to say
they’ve said in their music. It’s all
there in the albums." Unfortunately,
however, their lyrics have always
prompted some of the wildest, most
off-the-wall interpretations known to
the history of musical analysis.
The new album—while atypical in
the sense that the rock is a shade or
two harder than the norm—is certain
to inspire renewed efforts to locate
the mental whereabouts of the Moody
Blues. For example, continuing along
in the tradition of the group’s infa
mous “Legend of a Mind” (Chorus:
“Timothy Leary’s dead; oh, no, no, no
—he's outside, looking in”), Mike Pin
der has written yet another ode to Mr.
Leary. This one, entitled "When
You're a Free Man,” says, in essence,
“Hi there, howareya; hope to see you
when things straighten out with the
CIA. Meanwhile, give my regards to
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Rosemary and the kids.” However, by
the time the song has been run
through the old extrapolation mill, it
will probably have been turned into a
maniacal call-to-action for a restless
hoard of psychedelic guerrillas who
are even now preparing to dump
L.S.D. into the watercoolers at the
Pentagon.
Secret peace and love: Without a
doubt, the Moody Blues’ reluctance
to speak to the press has added to the
confusion surrounding their lyrics by
bringing in an air of mystery. How
ever, on those rare occasions when
they do address the world at large,
one must admit that this group shows
rare consistency. Again and again they

repeat the thought which Graeme and
Justin have now expressed in a song
called “You and Me"—
You’re an ocean full of faces
and you know that we believe
we’re just a wave that drifts around
you
singing all our hopes and dreams.

A ll we’re trying to say is
we are all we’ve got
You and me just cannot fail
if we never, never stop.
Well, that seems clear enough (and
a plague on the house of the person
who first brings up the psychological
significance of water-images). Perhaps
this album can finally put an end to

a point of contention which has been
driving the Moodies up walls for years
now—specifically, the criticism that
they are aloof, pretentious pseudo
philosophers. The problem reached
the boiling point during the group’s
spring, 1972, U.S. tour, when a Chi
cago headline declared, "Rock Gods
Descend from on High;” later that
evening, Ray Thomas stepped out on
a stage and remarked, “You know I
took a stroll across the lake before
coming here. . . .” Obviously, he was
not amused. Nor was Graeme, who
later said, "Pretentious to me means
pretending, and I don’t pretend. So
I’m not pretentious as far as I can
make out.”
At home with the boys: When you
get down to the basic facts of the
Moodies lives, you begin to under
stand that Graemc, Ray and the
others have a perfect right to be an
noyed by these critical suggestions.
Really pretentious things—like half
a dozen sports cars and several castles
—have no place in their lives. All they
really want to do is play music and
hang around the British countryside
with their wives and kids.
Were it not for an overabundance
of British architecture, the town of
Cobham could very well be any little
hamlet in New England. Except for
the accents, the people seem the same
—tight-lipped little old men and
tweedy little old women, people who
still do double-takes at the sight of
a long-haired male. Browsing through
the scenery you find lots of trees and
grass, a little brook with a watermill,
gobs of flowers, maybe some gold
fish.
Before the Moody Blues moved
there three years ago, the biggest
thing going in Cobham was the local
football team. Even now, when a
Moody wanders into the local pub
conversation stops dead and pints of
bitter halt in mid-air. Out on the
street, English mums in sensible shoes
turn to their friends and whisper,
“There goes one of them,” everytime
a patchwork boot passes by. Hardly
what you'd call Mount Olympus, or
wherever it is that a "rock god” would
reside.
Still, it’s an amicable atmosphere—
nobody really bothers anybody else—
and the locals arc happy to patronize
the record shop the group opened last
year. Lately, they’ve taken to show
ing up at Moodies concerts in throngs;
the musicians arc still amazed at the
sight of nannies and little kids scat
tered out there among the fans.
The psychic pool: The entire
group, along with friends and cohorts,
live within fifteen minutes of "down
town Cobham” (if you can call it

that). With the headquarters and
sound studios of Threshold Records
just a shout away, they have all the
conveniences of home, plus the con
veniences of their very own record
company. Within this friendly, quiet
atmosphere, the Moody Blues have de
veloped an astonishing unity of
thought and a group-think process of
recording.
It has taken the Moodies many
years to get their group-psyche to its
present, highly developed state. As
Mike Pinder describes it, "We’ve got
our own little science, our own evolv
ed thing, which is just our very close
personal communication. It enables
us to have a little scientific analysis
of our own. We’re trying to bring out
an experience which is an intangible
thing. We’re only trying to express
ourselves with what we’ve got. . . .”
It is because this sort of communi
cation is such a delicate thing, a thing
which depends upon the sanity of all
five members, that they are experi
encing a few nervous tremors at the
thought of a sudden outbreak of rant
ing fans. Stated simply, they’re afraid
things might become a bit freaky.
Flaming
tranquility.Somehow
though, it is difficult to imagine any
thing really scary happening at a
Moody Blues concert. Their fans have
always been a thoughtful group, and
there is no reason to expect things to
change now. But just in case, they’ll
keep singing songs which will hope
fully make their attitudes very clear.
One such song is John Lodge’s “I’m
Just a Singer (in a Rock’n’Roll
Band),’’ which first offers a comment
on something the group has found dis
turbing, and then follows with a re
minder that rcally they're just offering
an opinion and not trying to preach
to anybody. The song seems to en
capsulate the place where the Moody
Blues, on their Seventh Sojourn, have
found themselves . . .

How can we understand riots by
the people, for the people
who are only destroying themselves
When you see a frightened person
who is
Frightened by the people who are
scorching this earth . . .
Music is the traveller
crossing our world
meeting so many people
bridging the seas
We’re just the singers in a
rock ’n’roll band.

Many thanks to Karin Bassetti of The Queens
Lithography Company, without whose help
these lyrics would never have appeared.
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Thanks for your good naturcd aid.
TICKLE CIRCUS IN THE TUBE
Howard Bloom
It’s time once again to help Circus’s
Editor
ever-curious editor separate the gold
from the gravel. A year ago you
INTERPLANETARY
BOWIE
wrote in and told us what a rock
I am writing to compliment you
magazine ought to be like. Six months
on the attention your magazine has
ago you picked up your pens again
been giving David Bowie.
and pinned down what kind of para
Music history has been patterned
graphs set your cerebellum on fire.
with eras, usually lasting from ten
Now it’s time to tum your brainpower
to twelve years each. For instance, the
to a new puzzle—television.
Sinatra years, the Elvis Presley era,
A few months ago Circus began to
and the Stones-Dylan-Bcatles trium
give you features on the real lives of
virate. The world is about due for
TV’s most intriguing personalities.
another era, and I feel it is Bowie
Now we’d like to know who you want
who is going to usher it in. If this is
us to write about next and why. So
the start of a new rock era, it will be
sit down with a piece of stationery
your magazine that will be credited
and tell us: a) what five TV programs
kick your cranium into ecstatic trans with first taking note of the phenom
ports of delight; b) what five TV per enon.
Marc Bolan, although I do not like
formers tantalize and titillate your
fancy; and c) why the performers fas T. Rex, seems to be a star possessed
cinate you and what kind of articles with a cosmic magic similar to Bow
ie’s own. It is my impression that the
you’d like to see on them.
The writers of the ten most in majority of the other recording art
formative letters will win a shiny new ists, while trying vainly to grasp at
3316 RPM rock record and will have some new idea to throw in the faces
their names printed in the March of the tired listening public, are fading
into a hazy background of anonymity.
issue of Circus.

Groups such as King Crimson and
Yes have touched the borders of Sci
ence Fiction Rock and space-age lyr
ics; but as it stands now, Bowie is at
the center of the idea and will prob
ably remain there.
Is it really just something new, or
have entities like Bowie been here for
years and have only now decided to
make themselves known? It is some
thing to think about.
Mike LaBar
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
ALICE MANGLES MORALS
Today's world is sick enough with
out having to have lunatics like Alice
Cooper running around. Worse yet
is the fact that he is profiteering from
his bizarre rock style. Where is the
Rock Generation heading? Will there
be concerts where the performers will
actually be performing homosexuality
on stage? I think if this Alice Cooper
trend doesn’t end soon, we will be in
store for some weird times going to
concerts. It’s true Peter Townshend
still assaults his guitar at the end of
his performance. And Keith Emerson

JOHN MAYALL’S
"MOVING ON?
IT TRAVELS IN ALL THE
RIGHT DIRECTIONS.

COOP VIBRATIONS I HOM
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slve album to date
John Mayall's newest and most comprehensive
explores today’s most vitjtai areas of music.
Jazz, blues and rock,
And docs il with some of U
the heaviest names in the business,
Like Blue Mitchell. Clifford Soloi
imon, Keef Hartley, Larry Taylor.
Freddy Robinson, and others.
John Mayall’s currently on a trait blazing American tour.
Moving On" doesn't pass anyone by.

JOHN MAYALLRecorded
"MOVING
ON”
live at The Whiskev A Go Go.
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hurls knives at his Moog, while the
Jefferson Airplane has hired a topless
dancer as a part of their stage show.
But things are getting a bit out of
hand. At an Alice Cooper concert one
might be exposed to Alice’s garish
make-up, making him look like the
Creature from the Black Lagoon, or
his sadistic sense of humor as he be
heads a small doll as if it is a normal
thing to do. Or the way he fondles
his pct boa constrictor between his
legs implying it to be his you-knowwhat. And at last his finale, as he is
strung up and hung onstage as the
curtain closes.
I like to get psyched at a concert
as much as anyone else, but how can
people actually pay to see this re
volting display—when all they have to
do is walk outside their door and be
exposed to all the uglies they want?
Teenagers who idolize Alice Coop
er are slowly but surely being cor
rupted whether they realize it or not.
All the morals we have been taught
arc being destroyed by this one-man
wrecking crew.
I hope this letter may show the
light through this "plastic” hero of
the rock generation. Otherwise, we
arc in for a rude awakening in years
to come.
Mark
West Orange, New Jersey
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GRAND FUNK’S APOSTLES ROLL
THE STONE FROM THE TOMB
Circus wants our advice? Well we
will give you a piece of it right now.
For quite some time you have been
cutting out one side of the Grand
Funk story—the side of the believers.
For quite some time you have been
listening to the group of people who
have been trying to destroy the Group
that brought the world into true Rock
and Roll. We say it’s time that you
listen to the believers and give us our
side of the page back.
When Grand Funk came into ex
istence, the American people were
listeners. We took the Group to far
away countries, and they became lis
teners. After awhile the whole world
listened, and responded to every note
played by the Group. The world beg
ged for more, and the Trio played on
until their bodies could no longer
endure. They gave a true meaning to
the words “rock and roll,” like none
ever had.
Suddenly a group of fans turn on
the Group because of Mark, Don, and
Mel’s desire for a new manager. They
preached a type of philosophy that
was totally different only weeks ear
lier. These ex-fans left a scar in the
lives of Mark, Don, and Mel, and also
the true Grand Funk fans; but we,

the fans, will slowly make up for this
setback, and the Grand Funk chant
will soon return to the Coliseums of
the world.
Kevin
Bob
Gary
Eddie
Steve
Monroe, Louisiana
CELLULOID KINKS
To anyone who thinks Ray Davies
has no talent, pick up the Kinks’ new
album and listen to "Celluloid He
roes” or “Sitting In My Hotel.” This
album proves beyond any doubt what
soever that Davies is the best song
writer around these days. He puts
reality into all his songs, no matter
how unreal they may seem. They are
real to him, and they are equally
real to me.
“Celluloid Heroes may never die,”
and neither will you, Ray Davies.
A friend,
Burlington, New Jersey

PRISON PEN PALS
I hope you will print this letter
because it will really help. There arc
many of your fellow Americans who
sit in prison year after year, forgotten
by family and friends. If you were
one of them, don’t you think you’d
like to receive a letter once in a
while? If you would like to help keep
someone in touch with the outside
world, please send me 250 for a list
of men who would like to write to
you. Remember, even though these
guys made a few mistakes, most of
them are really nice guys. Thanks a
lot for listening.
Rachel Lang
19 Collingwood Dr.
Huntington Station
New York, N. Y. 11746
ECOLOGICAL CRUELTY
In 1972, on the Labrador Front off
the coast of Canada, 100,000 baby
seals were born. This year, during the
1972 Harp seal hunt, 100,000 baby
seals were clubbed to death.
Please, anyone who cares anything
about our world should try and put
a stop to this cruelty. So please ask
all the beautiful people who read your
magazine to write to: The Interna
tional Fund for Animal Welfare,
Cleveland Chapter, P.O. Box 9744,
Cleveland, Ohio 44140, and give their
support to Bill #HR-7122, which will
ban the importation of Harp Seal
products to the United States. If this
sounds like a speech. I’m sorry, but
it’s really an important issue.
Thank you,
Diane
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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HUNDRED
CONSOLE
Six channels — each with gain control, reverb
level, bass and treble controls, individual V.U.
meter and (2) inputs.

Master channel — gain control, reverb level,
bass and treble control and master V.U.
merer.
Master anti-feedback control — with (2) in
dependent 5-position frequency selective notch
filters.
Complete
' solid
‘‘I state circuitry with integrated
circuits (I.C.'s) and a hybrid power module.

100 Watts RMS power amplifier

Echo inputs
Removable I.C. service Panel
COLUMNS
High pressure laminated cabinet
2 — 12" woofer speakers

2 — 12" mid-range speakers
2 — 3-1/3" tweeter speakers
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STREET

CITY
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ZIP
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CIRCUS 11

national scenes
■■Concert” indicates locatii
tion not available at
press time. Check your local
k
newspaper for
exact location.
NEW YORK

NOVEMBER 25
Academy of
Music
SAVOY
BROWN
(NYC)
NOVEMBER 26
Concert — GORDON LIGHTFOOT (NYC)
NOVEMBER 27
The Bitter End
SEATRAIN (NYC)
DECEMBER 1
Concert —- CANNED HEAT (Rochester)
DECEMBER 1
Academy of Music
CURTIS MAYFIELD
(NYC)
DECEMBER
Academy
Music
CANNED
HEAT
(NYC)
DECEMI
M BER 15
Acac
idemy
•my of$ Music — BLOODROCK (NYC)
DECEI
EMBER
Con
jncert —- THE BRIDGE (Long Island)
CMBER 15
DECEI
cademy
of Music — BLOODROCK (NYC)
Aca
_
DECEMBL..
MEMBER 15
Lowemy of Music — URIAH HEEP (NYC)
AcaderDECEMBLn
■*‘“*3ER 23
Acader..,
•my of Music — FLEETWOOD MAC
(NYC)
DECEMBER 23
Madison Square Garden — GRAND FUNK
RAILROAD (NYC)

%

o?

COLORADO
DECEMBER 3
Air Force Academy — RARE EARTH (Colo
rado Springs)

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

DECEMBER 20
DEI
Concert — BROWNSVILLE STATION (Mont
gomery)
DECEMBER 26
Concert — RASPBERRIES (Birmingham)
DECEMBER 26
Concert — BOB SEGER (Birmingham)

ARIZONA
NOVEMBER 29
Concert — AMERICA (Tucson)
DECEMBER 2
Civic Center
GRAND FUNK RAILROAD
(Ciiivic Center)

Best Bets
Of The Month
' *
J.V

i'j’

p

CALIFORNIA

NOVEMBER 25
Winterland — SHA NA NA (L A.)
NOVEMBER 25
Winterland — WEST.
BRUCE
LAING
(L.A.)
NOVEMBER 26
Concert — SHA NA NA (L.A.)
NOVEMBER 28
Circle Star Theatre
B.B. KING (San
Carlos)
NOVEMBER 30
The Forum — GRAND FUNK RAILROAD
(L.A.)
NOVEMBER 30
The Forum — FREDDIE KING (LA.)
DECEMBER 1
ROY BUCHANAN
Community Theatre
(Berkeley)
DECEMBER 1
Sports Arena — GRAND FUNK RAILROAD
(San Diego)
DECEMBER 3
Concert — ,AMERICA (Sacramento)
DECEMBER 3
ROY BUCHANAN (Santa
Civic Center
Monica)
DECEMBER 3
Arena — GRAND FUNK RAILROAD (Oak
land)
DECEMBER 4
Concert —- AMERICA (San Jose)
DECEMBER
iR 4
B B
KING (San
Circle Star
£><■■ Theater
Carlos)
DECEMBER
:r !5
B B. KING (LA.)
Valley Th<
Theatre
DI
1ECEMBER 6
Concert — AMERICA (San
Francisco)
DECEMBER 8
Civic Center — AMERICA (Santa Monica)
DECEMBER 15
Concert — FLASH (San Diego)
DECEMBER 16
Concert — FLASH (L.A.)
DECEMBER 17
Concert — FLASH (San Francisco)
DECEMBER 26
Trouhador — CHEECH & CHONG (L.A.)
DECEMBER 27-3
r-31
Go Go — FANNY (L.A.)
Whiskey A G<
DECEMBER 29-2
1-31
Theater — LILY TOMLIN (San
Circle Star Tl
Carlos)
DECEMBER 29-31
Circle Star Theater — BILL WITHERS (San
Carlos)

&

12 CBXUS

RASPBERRIES

(Washington)

FLORIDA
DECEMBER 8
CROIX
Sportatorium
—
JERRY
LA
WHITE TRASH (Miami)
DECEMBER 8
Sportatorium — URIAH HEEP (Hollywood)
DECEMBER 9
Concert — BLOODROCK (Jacksonville)
DECEMBER 9
Coliseum -— JERRY LA CROIX & WHITE
TRASH (Jacksom
ksonville)
DECEMBER 9
Coliseum — IURIAH HEEP (Jacksonville)
DECEMBER 10
Bayfront Center — JERRY LA CROIX &
WHITE TRASH (St. Petersburg)
DECEMBER 10
Bayfront Center — URIAH HEEP (St. Pe
tersburg)
DECEMBER 16
Sportatorium
DEEP PURPLE (Miami)
DECEMBER 22
Concert — IRASPBERRIES (Panama City)
DECEMBER 27
Palm
(West
Concert
—
RASPBERRIES
Beach)
DECEMBER 29
Concert — BOB SEGER (Jacksonville)
DECEMBER 29
Concert — BROWNSVILLE STATION (Jack
sonville)
DECEMBER 29
RASPBERRIES
(Jacksonville)
Concert
—
'
DECEMBER 31
Concert — BOB SEGER (St. Petersburg)
DECEMBER 31
Concert — RASPBERRIES (St. Petersburg)

&

GEORGIA

1-

West, Bruce & Laing: Bruce says West’s
the best guitarist in the world. This is
your chance to see if he’s right.

DECEMBER 1
BILL WITHERS
West Georgia College
(Carrollton)
DECEMBER 2
Concert — CHUCK BERRY (Atlanta)
DECEMBER 2
Concert — MIKE QUATRO/JAM BAND (Macon)
DECEMBER 2
Concert — BOB SEGER (Macon)
DECEMBER 2
S»a»e College — BILL WITHERS (Albany)
DECEMBER 25
Concert — BROWNSVILLE STATION (Ma
con)
DECEMBER 25
Co^ceri — RASPBERRIES (Macon)
DECEMBER 28
Concert — TED NUGENT & THE AMBOY
DU!
DUKFS
(Savannah)
DECEMBER
28
DEC
Concert — RASPBERRIES (Savannah)
DEI
DECEMBER
28
Concert — BOB SEGER (Savannah)
ILLINOIS

I

■nao

Deep Purple: The boys will baton twirl
their guitars over their heads and slamthem against the wall in a feverish effort
to get their violent impulses out onstage.

ALABAMA

DECEMBER 19
Concert — TED NUGENT & THE AMBOY
DUKES (Huntsville)
DECEMBER 20
Concert — TED NUGENT & THE AMBOY
DUKES (Montgomery)

DECEMBER 8
Concert —

NOVEMBEI 2— CHEECH & CHONG (ChicaAuditorium
go)
NOVEMBER 27
Concert — BLOODROCK (Chicago)
DECEMBER 2
Armory - - DEEP
~
PURPLE
~ (Rock
•
Island)
DECEMBER
Du Page College — COLD BLOOD (Glen
Ellyn)
DECEMBER 10
State Universit' — COLD BLOOD (Normal)
DECEMBER 24
Mr. Kelly’s — MUDDY WATERS (Chicago)
INDIANA
DECEMBER 2
Indiana
ina Un
University
(Bloomi..,
lington)
_______ '3ER 2
DECEMBI
Coliseum
— DEEP
liseu
:mbi
DECEMBER
5
Coliseum
liseum — DEEP

PETTER

YARROW

PURPLE

(Indianapolis)

PURPLE

(Indianapolis)

IOWA

DECEI
:mber 1
Vet<terans MemorialI Auditorium
PURPI
’LE (Des Moine*
is)

ARKANSAS

DECEMBER 13
Barton College
Rock)

DEEP

PURPLE

(Little
KANSAS

deep

|

DECEMBER 8
Century || —
(Kansas City)

WEST,

BRUCE

from Electro Harmonix, makers of
the Mike Matthews Freedom Amp.

LAING

&

KENTUCKY
NOVEMBER 25
Concert — RARE EARTH (Louisville)
DECEMBER 8
Concert — DEEP PURPLE (Louisville)
DECEMBER 15
STATION
Concert
—
BROWNSVILLE
(Louisville)
DECEMBER 15
Concert — BANG (Louisville)
DECEMBER 15
Conceri — CHUCK BERRY (Louisville)
DECEMBER 15
Concert — RASPBERRIES (Louisville)

LPB-1. enabling you to cut it in or out
instantly with your foot. Since all ampli
fiers arc overdesigned to more than handle
the most powerful pick-ups, the LPB-2
will let you derive optimum results from
your amp.

LOUISIANA

Screaming Tree similar to the

Floor Boosters
LPB-2 This is a new floor model of the

DIIECEMBER 2
Concert — BROWNSVILLE STATION (Makadish)
DECEMBER 4
STATION
Concert
BROWNSVILLE
(Shreveport)
DECEMBER 5
Concert — BROWNSVILLE STATION (Mon
rot
se)
•ECEMlIBER 8
DE
The Warehouse
JOHN MAYALL (New
Orleans)
DECEMBER 9
Concert — CHUCK BERRY (Baton Rouge)
DECEMBER 13
Concert — BROWNSVILLE STATION (Lake
Charles)
DECEMBIIER 13
TD NUGENT & THE AMBOY
Conci:ert — TEI
Cha
>arles)
DUKES; (Lake
.
DECEMBI
IBER 13
Cononcert
---- — BOB SEGER (Lake Charles)
Erv, u*l
21
D EC'EMBER
oncert
Cor
----- — BROWNSVILLE STATION (Baton Rouge)
F

Plug-in Boosters

LPB-1

This linear power booster is a
compact solid state preamplifier that can
up to quadruple the acoustic output of any
amplifier. It will increase guitar sustain
and improve the performance of all wahwah pedals and distortion units.

GRAND

This funkiest distortion device
will give you that dirty sound reminiscent
of the natural distortion of the tube amps
used by the Rhythm ’n Blues bands of
yesteryear.
Mole The mole bass booster will ex
tract the highs and amplify the subhar
monics, giving your instrument the depth,
resonance and heavy penetration of the
foot pedals of a church pipe organ.
EgO This microphone booster is designed
for the vocalist whose PA system isn’t
strong enough to cut through the noise
generated by the other members of the
band. The Ego will match any microphone
and up to quadruple the output of your
PA system.
\

MARYLAND

MASSACHUSSETTS
DECEMBER 15
GRAND FUNK RAILROAD
Civic Center
(Springfield)
DECEMBER 17
Gardens — GRAND FUNK RAILROAD (Bos
ton)

MICHIGAN

NOVEMBER 30
Concert — BROWNSVILLE STATION (Mt.
Pleasant)

<3

MINNESOTA
NOVEMBER 25
Armory — POCO (Minneapolis)
DECEMBER 3
Concert — DEEP PURPLE (St. Paul)

NEBRASKA
DECEMBEI
Pershing
’ershing Auditorium — WEST, BRUCE &
LAir
ING (Lincoln)

NEVADA
NOVEMBER 30
Concert — AMERICA

(Las

Vegas)

&

Also available at your retail music store.

All Electro-Harmonix accessories are
guaranteed for ten years. They are com
patible and modular. Any combination of
more than one unit will give you an infinite
variety of sounds.
Enclose a check and Electro-Harmonix
will pay shipping. Or, if more convenient,
order C.O.D. for cost plus shipping. En
close a 10% deposit on C.O.D. orders.
(C.O.D. orders are limited to the con
tinental United States.)

Money back guarantee. Try any of our
boosters out for two weeks. If you don’t
think they’re the greatest, send them back
for a complete refund.

MISSISSIPPI

NOVEMBEI■R 26
Kiel Opera House
LILY TOMLIN (St.
Louis)
DECEMBER 1
Landmark — MUDDY WATERS (Kansas)
DECEMBER 3
Memorial Hall — WEST, BRUCE & LAING
(Kansas City)

---

Muff

DECEMBER 3
State College — BILL WITHERS (Towson)
DECEMBER 10
Civic Center — GRAND FUNK RAILROAD
(Baltimore)

MISSOURI

the Muff but in a
floor model that features a foot control
switch.
HOgS FOOt A bass booster for profes
sionals who want the thick, heavy sound
necessary for blues playing. Technically
similar to the Mole, but with foot switch.

will give your instrument the razor sharp
cut of a screeching harpsichord whose
strings are whipped instead of plucked.
Use two Birds and turn your guitar into an
electric banjo.

FUNK

DECEMBER 27
Concert — TED NUGENT & THE AMBOY
DUKES (Jackson)
DECEMBER 27
Concert — BOB SEGER (Jackson)

Little Muff n Like

SCreaming BirdA treble booster that

MAINE
DECEMBER 16
Municipal Auditorium
RAILROAD (Bangor)

Screaming Bird but with a heavy-duty foot
control switch, this ultimate treble booster
gives your rhythm or lead playing more
balls than you thought possible—by em
phasizing the BITE you get just when your
pick plucks the strings.

: electro-harmonix 15 West 26th St.. New York, N.Y. 10010 C 1201
quantity
• Please ship:
quantity
$19.95 Mole (plug into inst)
•
$14.95 LPB-1 (plug into amp)
14.95 Ego (2 female jacks) ------LPB-1 (plug
(plug into
into inst)
inst)
: 1-1 14.95 LPB-1
17.95 Bird (plug into amp)
:
17.95 Bird (plug into inst)
O 23.95 LPB-2
:
23.95 Tree
18.95 Muff (plug into amp)
•
23.95 Little Muff
18.95
Muff
(plug
into
inst)
:
19.95 Mole (plug into amp)
23.95 Hogs Foot
:
•
I
*

S.
Enclosed is check for total amount
Ship C.O.D. Enclosed is 10% deposit $.
Please place me on your new product announcement mailing list at no charge.

• Name
• Address.
• City.

__________________________ ———

State

Zip.

Here are
two good sound reasons
to try our guitar.
Reason 1:
Contessa guitars from Hohner sound good.
But the only way you'll agree with us is
to try one.
Listen to the bass notes. Run up to the top
frets. Crank the tuning hardware. Examine the
wood, its thickness and grain. Feel the inlay
work and the finish.
Above all, take your time. Your dealer
doesn't mind, and we want you to hear all the
sounds a Contessa has to offer. And once you
find the sound you're after, you won't lose it.

Here's why:

Reason 2:
The Hohner Warranty.
The better the sound, the more delicate the
guitar. That's why our Warranty is so important.
It's your assurance that this good-sounding
guitar will keep on sounding good.
For a long time.
Stop in at your music store today. Look for
the Hohner Contessa guitar. Then try it . . .
and listen.

Iff

|L
I too
I

M. Hohner, Inc., Andrews Road, Hicksville, N.Y. 11802

Obviously, there are limits to any warranty. Ours can only
cover normal use by the original purchaser who sends us
the registration card. The cost of returning an instrument
must be paid by the purchaser, and we reserve the right to
determine what constitutes a defect.

HOHNER®

KEYBOARDS • GUITARS • AMPS ■ DRUMS
WE ALSO MAKE HARMONICAS.

Two never-before-released records
from the group who was once called
Tyrannosaurus Rex.
Two of their early albums, “My
IPeople Were Fair And Had Sky In Their

Hair... But Now They’re Content To
Wear Stars On^^ Their Brows” and
“Prophets, Seers
and Sages—The
/
Angels of the Ages”
1
are finally available

i

!

A

Jr

■

in this country as a
two-record set. It’s
“A Beginning.”

On A&M Records

NEW MEXICO

Jimi Hendrix
created a sound and named
it "The Lady" because this
silvery, liquid sustain sounds
like a wailing woman.
Now Black finger
lets you use this sound in
your playing.
Black Finger is an 80 db compres
sor which gives a pure, completely
controlled sustain with no distortion.
A well-known guitarist has called it
“one of the most beautiful sounds you
can get out of an electric guitar.”
Black Finger actually sustains
whole chords as well as single notes—
without any muddiness.
A heavy-duty foot control lets you
cut it in or out in the middle of a solo,
without having to make any other
adjustments.
And when you feel like adding a
little showbiz to your act, Black
Finger’s extreme sensitivity makes fast
one-handed playing easy. Your guitar
will respond instantaneously to your
touch.
Different settings of the sustain and
tone dials will let you alter a variety of
natural overtones—from opaque to
translucent. Plus, you can get exciting
new effects by using Black Finger in
conjunction with your echo, wah or
other pedals.
Black Finger also works beautifully
with electric violin, mandolin, banjo
or any stringed instrument.

Also available at jour retail music store.

electro-harmonix
15 West 26th Street

C 1202
New York, N.Y. 10010
Money back guarantee.
Try Black Finger for two weeks
and see for yourself.
Please ship:
___ Black Finger(s) at $69.95 each.
Enclosed is check for $
Ship C.O.D. Enclosed is 10%
deposit (U.S. only).
Please place me on your new
product announcement mailing
list at no charge.

Name,
Address.

DECEMBER 2
New Mexico State University
MAYALL (Las Cruces)

JOHN

NORTH CAROLINA

State.

Zip.

BAND

Concert — BROWNSVILLE STATION (Austin)
DECEMBER 8
Concert — BROWNSVILLE STATION (San
Antonio)
DECEMBER 9
Concert — BROWNSVILLE STATION (Hou
ston)
DECEMBER 22
Concert — FREDDIE KING (Texarkana)
DECEMBER 23
Concert — FREDDIE KING (Waco)
DECEMBER 30
Concert — BROWNSVILLE STATION (Cor
pus Christi)
DECEMBER 31
Concert — BROWNSVILLE STATION (Hou
ston)
a

DECEMBER 8
—
GRAND
FUNK
RAILROAD
Coliseumi
(Hampton Road)
I
DECEMBER 9
im — GRAND FUNK RAILCountyt Auditoriur
rayetteville)
ROAD (Fa
OHIO

NOVEMBER 25
Concert — FLASH (Cleveland)
NOVEMBER 25
Concert — BLOODROCK (Dayton)
NOVEMBER 25
Hara Arena — JERRY LA CROIX & WHITE
TRASH (Dayton)
NOVEMBER 26
Concert — BLOODROCK (Toledo)
DECEMBER 7
DEEP PURPLE (Dayton)
Hara Arena
DECEMBER 8
Music Hall — CHEECH & CHONG (Cleve-

land)
OKLAHOMA

Best Bets
Off The Month

NOVEMBER 25
Concert — TED NUGENT & THE AMBOY
DUI
DUKES
(Tulsa)
NO’
NOVEMBER
25
Concert — BROWNSVILLE STATION (Tul
sa)
NOVEMBER 26
Concert — FREDDIE KING (Tulsa)
NOVEMBER 30
Music Hall — WEST, BRUCE & LAING
(Oklahoma)
DECEMBER 2
Concert ■ — RARE EARTH (Tulsa)
OREGON

NOVEMBER 30
Concert — CHEECH & CHONG (Eugene)
DECEMBER 1
Concert — CHEECH & CHONG (Portland)

$

-s

PENNSYLVANIA

NOVEMBER 26
Concert — BANG (Hazelton)
NOVEMBER 26
Concert — FLASH (Philadelphia)
NOVEMBER 26
Spectrum —
GRAND
FUNK
RAILROAD
(Philadelphia)
iaj
DECEMBER 7
Western Pt
Penitentiary — ROY BUCHANAN
(Pittsburgh)
DECEMBER 8
Syrian Mosque — ROY BUCHANAN (Pitts
burgh)
DECEMBER 10
Concert — GORDON LIGHTFOOT (Philadelphia)
DECEMBER 11
Concert — BANG (Huntington)
DECEMBER 12
Concert — BLOODROCK (Allentown)
DECEMBER 12
Rockne Hall — URIAH HEEP (Allentown)
DECEMBER 13
Concert — BLOODROCK (Pittsburgh)
DECEMBER
:r 13
Syrian
Mosque
M<
URIAH
HEEP (Pittsburgh)

Cheech and Chong: Watch two grown
men get down on all fours and sniff the
stage like dogs.
VIRGINIA
DECEMBER 7
Concert — RASPBERRIES (Chesapeake)
DECEMBER 17
Concert — EBLOODROCK (Hampton)
DECEMBER 17
Coliseum —■ JERRY LA CROIX & WHITE
■npton)
TRASH (Hampt
DECEMBER 17
(Hampton
HEEP
URIAH
Coliseum
—
Rhodes)
WASHINGTON

RHODE ISLAND
DECEMBER 22
Civic Center
(Providence)

DECEMBER 2
Concert —

GRAND

FUNK

&

CHONG

(Seattle)

WEST VIRGINIA

SOUTH CAROLINA
DECEMBER 6
State College —
burg)

CHEECH

RAILROAD

DECEMBER 2
Wheeling College

BILL WITHERS

(Orange

TENNESSEE

NOVEMBER 7
26
Concert —
- BROWNSVILLE STATION (Chattanooga)
DECEMBER 2
Concert — BANG (Nashville)
DECEMBER 4
Mid-South
Coliseum
DEEP
PURPLE

TEXAS

City

NOVEMBER 26
Concert
—
MIKE
QUATRO/JAM
(Dripping Spring)
DECEMBER 1
DEC<EMBER—7 RARE EARTH <EI Paso)

NOVEMBER 25
Concert — AMERICA (Dallas)
NOVEMBER 25
Concert — FREDDIE KING (Houston)

FANNY

(Wheeling)

WISCONSIN

NOVEMBER 25
Uihlein Hall — LILY TOMLIN (Milwaukee)

CANADA
DECEMBER 1
Fo'tim — UlIRIAH HEEP (Montreal)
DECEMBER 2
Concept — BLOODROCK (Ottawa)
DECEMBER 2
Civic Center — URIAH HEEP (Ottawa)
DECEMBER 3
Concert — CHEECH & CHONG (Vancou*
ver)
DECEMBER 3
Concert — BLOODROCK (Hamilton)
DECEMBER 3
Hamilton Forum — URIAH HEEP (Ontario)

help snue the
+ beetles! +

FREE! FREE! FREE!
FOR EVERY THREE FILMS
YOU ORDER, YOU WILL
RECEIVE A FREE, SUPER
BONUS BEATLE FILM!!!
YES, THE GROUP HAS SPLIT, BUT YOU
CAN HAVE THEM TOGETHER FOREVER
ON PROFESSIONAL 8MM FILM OR SUPER
8MM FILM FOR ALL BEATLES HOME PRO
JECTORS. THIS MAY BE YOUR LAST
CHANCE - ACT NOW!!!!!

:

* J

FREE! You will receive a catalog with every one of your orders.
now, as a special offer to you, we have available a BEATLE
Poster from one of their last recording sessions for only $2.00. See belowj
J □□ Live at Shea Stadium
• □□ New Look Beatles
• □□ Around the World with John and Yoko

• □□ I'm Down
• □□ I Wanna Hold Your Hand
J □□ Twist and Shout
•
•
•
•
•
•
—

□□
□□
□□
□□
□□
□□

Ticket to Ride
Hey Jude
Yellow Submarine
Beatles at Hollywood Bowl
Beatles Meet Royalty
Arrival at the Palace

JL Super 8MM
8MM Be sure the check the correct box for films.
Indicate whether it is 8MM or Super 8MM
that you wish.

Q BEATLE Poster only $2.00
v
_________ ______
_
(Recording
Session)

The Princess and the Beatles
Best Scene in "Hard Day's Night"
Behind Scenes in "Hard Day's Night"
Behind Scenes in "Help"
□I Wanna Be Your Man
□All My Loving
□Can't Buy Me Love
□Dance With Me
□Tell Me Why
□She Loves You
□Hard Day's Night
plus this special:
□Beatles Before Becoming
Famous "What I Say"
□Let It Be
f < Super 8MM
8MM

Movie Buys Box 1604, Grand Central Station. New York, N.Y. 10017

PLEASE SEND ME THE FILM(S) I HAVE CHECKED IN THE COUPON.
ALL FILMS ARE $5.95 unless they are SUPER 8MM and then they
are $6.95 ALL FILMS ARE 100 FOOTERS!!!!

/ have enclosed payment of 3—____________ Q Cash
Check
Money Order
/ have added 50c to cover postage and handling.
Add SI for foreign orders.

•

-

$6.95 |
f,lm of i
BEATLES :
WITH
PURCHASE! :
FREE BEATLE FILM WITH

<•

ARGUS VIEWER!!!!!
Use this great Argus Viewer
to see Beatles or any other
8MM or SUPER 8MM Film
any place you go? No elec
tricity or attachments needed.
Carry it in your purse or
pocket. It goes where you go.
1 •

;;name___
! ; ADDRESS

; ! CITY_____

NAME.

.►STATE

ADDRE!

CITY.

Fantastic Special :

X

STATE.

ZIT NO.

ZIP

record reviews

by Janis Schacht

It's impossible to say that any land
mark move forward has been made
since this time last year, when Cat
released Teaser And The Firecat., but
he hasn't moved backwards cither.
Hopefully next year Cat will shake
the world again. He's one of our finest
writers, and sameness is not what
keeps stars glittering on the charts.

Cat Stevens: Making more music to cud
dle up with.
Cat Stevens—Catch Bull At Four
(A&M)
z^«at Stevens is a manic-depressive
in the nicest possible way. He
makes the kind of records that are
great to crawl into bed alone with
and listen to while pondering an old
flame that simply refuses to die.
This is Cat’s sixth offering in the
last five years. It appears to be his
least innovative and therefore his
least spectacular; but after several
listenings, songs such as “Sitting” and
“Boy With A Moon And A Star On
His Head” cry out for the attention
they so rightfully deserve.
“Sitting” absolutely screams single.
It has a distinctly Todd Rundgrenstyle riff, but it can’t be pinned to
any one Rundgren song. The sweet
lilting piano and riddle-ridden lyrics
give the whole thing a naive nursery
school quality. It has a melody that
you'll be. singing for months to come.
“Boy With A Moon And A Star
On His Head” is a pastoral with all
the nuances of an Anderson fairy tale,
a Merlin The Magician spell or a
Greek Myth.
Cat’s discovered a synthesizer this
time around. He’s learned to play one
melody on it and uses it in “Angelsea”
and “Freezing Steel.” That wonderful
“King Of Trees” song that Cat sang
all over America last year never made
it onto plastic, but "Silent Sunlight”
has the same simple, majestic Eliza
bethan feel to it.

18C«XUS

Black Sabbath—Volume 4
(Warner Bros.)
From the first notes of “Wheels Of
Confusion” onward through “St. Vi
tus’ Dance” and “Under The Sun”
all of Sabbath’s usual heaviness is
carefully controlled, powerfully ma
neuvered and as steadily driven as a
tank making its way around a live
mine field.
The purr and whine of Black Sab
bath’s German war-bomber sound
comes to a halt long enough for two
rather sensitive treaties. What a sur
prising Sabbath innovation! Is that
really the heavy-handed foursome
playing acoustic guitar, tinkling the
piano and conducting an orchestra?
“Changes,” the first acoustic piece,
goes to prove that Ozzy Osbourne, as
well as being an all-fircd-head-shaking
maniac, can really sing. “Changes”
is a fine ballad, gently symphonic,
subtle, actually far more tasteful than
any of the latest Moody Blues extra
vaganzas. As Ozzy sings, “I’m going
through Changes,” you realize it’s
true, but if you hadn’t heard it your
self, you wouldn’t have believed it.
Side two elephants its way through
“Snowblind” and “Cornucopia” be
fore it hits upon the next acoustic/
orchestral oasis—oasis is the only
word for it. Off into the sunset, the
satanic four now seem far more an
gelic. Gentle melodies leading no
where in particular send pictures of
lounging by a tranquil lake zipping
off into the nerve cells.
Sabbath at their loudest have al
ways been fine as long as you had
the option of controlling the noise
knob. The loud pieces on Sabbath’s
fourth volume are as fine as that
consecrated classic of yesteryear “Par
anoid.” That old 4-4 beat is changing
now, shifting as it pulsates its way
into your mind. Having approached
this album with some trepidation, it’s
a joy to be able to say Volume 4 is
a masterpiece.

T. Rex: Bolan stands naked beneath the
glitter.

Tyrannosaurus Rex—A Beginning
(A&M)
My People Were Fair And Had
Sky In Their Hair . . . But Now
They’re Content To Wear Stars On
Their Brows, one-half of the Rex
double set, grew originally during the
dying days of 1968. “Tyrannosaurus
Rex rose out of the sad and scattered
leaves of an old summer,” the liner
notes tell you. What they really grew
out of was a disillusionment with the
summer of 1967, when Marc Bolan
was playing in a violent sexist-type
band called John’s Children.
One of the nicest things about this
early stage of The King Dinosaur’s
growth is that the voices were not
drowned out by heavy layers of
strings, choruses and electric instru
ments. The hypnotic beauty of Bolan’s
vibrato stands naked and alone on
these records. “Wielder Of Words,”
which contains the all time great
break “Robard de Font Le Roy,”
reaches its peak of strength when
youthful enthusiasm meets incredible
vocal versatility.
Listen to “Frowning Atahaullpa
(My Inca Love),” easily one of BoIan’s most beautiful melodies, and try
to remember that these sessions were
recorded on one lonely four-track
tape recorder. Then do the wood-land
bop to “Hot Rod Mama” and “Mus
tang Ford” and know what it’s like
to reach the heart of a thousand
greasers’ dreams. Filled with lots of
low-budget rock and rolling, hand
claps, yelps and a shot of rhythm and
blues, this album is a gem.
Prophets Seers and Sages The An
gels Of The Ages, the second half of
the set, has a lot more pomp and a
lot less soul. Bolan was beginning to
lose interest in his rock and roll roots
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and was feeling at home being resi
dent prophet at all-night, speed-freak
London hangouts.
So, Steve Peregrin-Took (Tooky,
to you) and Marc Bolan high-brow
their way through “Salamanda Palaganda,” “Deboraarobed” and the most
fascinating of all, "The Scenescof Dy
nasty." “Scenescof . . .” is a vast file
of poetic eroticism sung a cappella.
It's a pity A&M decided not to print
the lyric sheets.
If you hate T. Rex and loved The
Incredible String Band, then you'll
adore these albums. If you love T.
Rex. then you've probably been dying
to find a reasonable way to get your
hands on these collectors’ items for
years. But the very best reason to
listen to A Beginning is the sheer mag
nificence of Bolan's voice. Sometimes
under all the silk and glitter we forget
why he became a star.

Jack Bruce—At His Best (Polydor)
Ginger Baker—At His Best
(Polydor)
Eric Clapton—At His Best (Polydor)
Heavy Cream (Polydor)
This is definitely a good month for
reruns, and these four two-record sets
prove once again that the single
strengths of Jack Bruce, Ginger
Baker and Eric Clapton were never
as strong as the unified power of
Cream.
Oh. it's true. Eric Clapton is a great
guitarist. Jack Bruce plays a mean
bass guitar and sings up a storm, and
Ginger Baker is probably the most
energetic drummer around; but alone
they never quite make it. Clapton
easily fares the best, but even he can't
fight with the 1968/9 Cream material,
which today stands a head above most
of his newer songs.

Grand

Funk

Railroad

Allow yourself to drift into the
past. Listen to the eerie “Strange
Brew," the incredibly up “I Feel
Free” and “I’m So Glad,” and the
driving “Sunshine Of Your Love.”
These sounds have often been imi
tated but never matched. Every song
in the two-record set Heavy Cream
paints a vivid landscape coupled with
one of the world’s most unique rock
sounds. Bruce was singing at his
finest, writing songs that seem fresh
today, though some of them arc five
years old. Clapton proves once again
that taste is everything. What music!
Heavy Cream takes you through lush
sensual experiences, and, much like
Sgt. Pepper, the songs never leave
you unsatisfied. Only the most per
fect gems have been sifted from the
Cream's recording history, and they
shine so brightly that the losers will
never be missed.
The worst of the four albums is.
of course, Ginger Baker's Air Force.
Never good, it sounds worse than
ever when played alongside the other
three LP's. It's a lot of off-key whin
ing from singers who really should
know better. Stevie Winwood docs
save the two records from total dis
aster with “Can't Find My Way
Home," but even his vocal chords
can't pull this package out of the
grime.
When Jack Bruce went folk he also
went boring, and as his solo efforts
never really sold, you can be confident
that most Cream fans agree with that
statement. Clapton? “Let It Rain,”
“Layla” and “After Midnight" are all
good stuff; but, once separated, these
three master-musicians were never as
great as they were together. It's one
of those things that should have gone
on forever.

Grand Funk—Phoenix (Capitol)
Terry Knight may have been one
of the greatest DJ's of all time, but
this new Knight-less Grand Funk al
bum proves that as a record producer
he really didn't know how to bring
out the best in his star act. Grand
Funk arc out to prove they know
how to play, and as Don, Mark and
Mel lay their careers on the line say
ing “heavy is not necessarily the
best,” they show that they really do
know how to lay down some tasteful,
competent music.
“I Just Gotta Know" is one in a
stream of never-ending message songs.
Now, however, there’s no screaming,
no yelling, and no noise to make the
message seem useless. You can’t cry
“peace” while playing at a war-time

frenetic level, not if you want people
to take you seriously. With just organ,
drums and guitar, G.F.R. is playing
the way they really should have been
playing all along.
Strangely enough, an acoustic birthcontrol song called “So You Won’t
Have To Die" is probably the strong
est track on the album.
Now that Don, Mark and Mel have
come out of the peanut gallcry and
into the major leagues, even their
singles arc worth more. “Rock and
Roll Soul” is guaranteed to get you
moving. There is still a lot of the old
one-two-thrcc-four beat and Young
Rascals' style organ playing going
down, but it's really nice stuff. Grand
Funk Railroad, you may finally live
up to the hype Terry’s pinned on you
all these years.

Yes—Close To The Edge (Atlantic)
Yes have taken one step “closer
to the edge” with this album, and if
they continue along these lines they
may just throw themselves over the
cliff. There's nothing wrong with con
cept pieces, but when there are only
two sides to a record, two concept
pieces arc loo many! There’s just no
where to turn if you don't like it the
first lime out.
Rick Wakeman is out to prove he
can be flashier (pardon the pun) than
Keith Emerson. He sure can cut a
mean synthesizer and play dat organ,
but not on this record. Wakeman's lost
his control, delicacy has been thrown
to the wind, and he just doesn’t seem
to realize when the time comes to cut
the noise and really play. Even those
great Yes harmonies suffer amongst
the racket.
Where Fragile was filled with short
spurts of greatness, Close To The Edge
is filled with long nothings. It’s all
unnerving. Those high voices which
at one time were thrilling, even exhilirating. now lunge forward like
prodding knives. When they do work
at brief intervals (e.g. “I Get Up, I
Get Down") they are even more pain
ful because they throw short glimpses
of the might-have-been into the musi
cal chaos.
If you find Emerson, Lake and
Palmer hard to listen to, and you’ve
been turning to Yes as the palatable
solution, perhaps you ought to try
Emerson, Lake and Palmer again or
stick to Yes’s old albums. Or maybe
Yes ought to try sounding more like
Flash?

4-YEAR OLD
FRESH PIE!

THE FIRST TWO HUMBLE PIES HAD A HARD TIME
I
GETTING OUT OF ENGLAND. BUT THE LEGAL
/
PROBLEMS THAT HELD THEM UP HAVE BEEN
/
SOLVED AND THE RECORDS ARE NOW
/
.
AVAILABLE AS A DOUBLE ALBUM
Xu
CALLED ”LOST AND FOUND."
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Yes Triggers "Cold Heart" War
With Close To The Edge'

by Barbara Graustark

When Wakeman created the steady pit-pit-pit
of molten hot lava dripping into a volcaniclike Moog fury below, he sent critics writhing
up the wall in frustration.

1

• JJlassical music swells the air expectantly inside Los Angeles’
Coliseum. An overpowering hush fil
ters through the auditorium, now
dampened by the beads of sweat on
fifteen thousand faces. As the bright
lights dim, ghostly shadows flit about
the now-darkened stage. The excited
audience, in an attempt to see
what’s happening, strikes a thousand
matches, raising them upwards. They
bathe the hall in a sea of flickering
flame, heralding the arrival of Eng
land’s Yes.
Bassist Chris Squire is the first to
emerge from the recessed stage shad
ows, resplendent in a dazzling multi
tiered cape, a Gothic figure from a
forgotten time. He is the most flam-
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al
boyant member of the group—audi
ences still speak rapturously of his
magnificent purple satin and pink and
lavender chiffon wings. He hops to
and fro like an injured butterfly. Key
board virtuoso Rick Wakeman sud
denly bursts forth from the camou
flage of his five keyboard instruments.
Bathed in the brilliance of the flashing
lights Yes uses to create the aura of
perpetual change within the hall,
Rick’s blond hair shines. His chrome
jean-jacket seems to radiate a bril
liance of its own.
While the staggered, strobe-like
lights create the cinematic quality that
the group employs, indeed, echoes in
their music, Wakeman tests his instru
ments, then breaks into his long Moog
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gotta be strict with yourself. You
gotta be able to spend ten hours a day
rehearsing a minute's worth of music.
You can spend hours and hours just
going over a piece of music, and then
throw it out 'cause it just doesn’t
work.”
Simultaneously, on the floor below,
Eddie Olford tangles over a piece
entitled “And You And I” with gui
tarist Steve Howe. Steve nudges Ed
die, .as if to confirm Jon's unheard
words from upstairs. “Play the ending
again," Steve says. “Because after to
day you'll never hear it again." Fif
teen minutes later, the ending to the
song was tossed into the garbage pail.
Temper tantrums with a purpose:
Their day has begun at about 3 p.m.
They will not leave the studio until
the wee hours of the A.M., usually
about three. Nerves are taut, violent
arguments frequently shatter musical
interludes' in the conccrt-hall-sized re
cording area. Behind the glass en
closure mouths are seen moving fran
tically, excitedly as the group strug
gles to get closest to the sound they
want. Critics who call the group “in
human” should be transported to the
inside of a Yes argument, whose
strength and noise level approaches
the level of an Apollo 7 liftoff—if
you’re standing under the ship. Their
arguments arc so fiery that Rick
Wakeman, upon entering his first Yes
studio session after leaving the
Strawbs, was convinced the group was
breaking up.
Par for the course, an argument
erupts over the title of a complex
track to be released as the album’s
single. “Total Mass Return?” ques
tions drummer Bill Bruford. “What’s
To keyboard virtuoso Rick Wakeman, Yes
wrong with that?” asks Jon. “I had
means more than an “E” type Jaguar
to think of something quickly.” “Why
and his neo-mansion.
not call it ‘Puke’?” suggests someone
else.
As the taping struggles on, the air
of urgency is further complicated by
another Yes album in the works: a
long-awaited live LP scheduled for a
Christmas release. Some critics have
suggested a live album might capture
the true spirit of Yes, away from their
studio wizardry. Jon Anderson agrees.
“I think we’ll do everything live from
now on,” he reveals. “Some of the
sounds Eddie has got down from con
certs have really been surprising—
better than the studio albums.”
Moving Closer To The Edge: While
some think the group has intergallactically hurtled over the abyss, most
feel the music is uniquely moving,
due, in part, to the effects of keyboard
man Rick Wakeman. His influence,
felt on the Fragile album, has been
adventurously expanded on Edge,
where he plays a lead role. His mas

parting thrust four months ago upon
leaving Yes to join ranks with King
Crimson: “Nobody plays any wrong
notes, but that's a drag. 1 want to play
some wrong notes." Close to the Edge
had already turned gold two weeks
before its official release date, and it
was expected that over 400,000 cop
ies would be sold before the album
was out one month—yet critics kept
complaining. Why? Perhaps the an
swer can be found in the way Close
To The Edge was constructed in the
first place.
The Yes work ethic: It was several
weeks after a triumphant American
tour, in the heat of the English sum
mer, that Yes returned to a three di
mensional reality—the Advision Stu
dio, isolated on a narrow side road,
obscured from view, at 23 Gosfield
Street, London. Several blocks away
beats London’s downtown pulse: Ox
ford Street, the heart of the shopping
area. But within the new brick walls
of the two-story building, past the
uniformed guard at the door, all is
silent. Walking upstairs, one hears the
drifting of taped vocal harmonies,
lead singcr Jon Anderson’s plaintive,
little-boy voice weaving harmonic pat
terns from the floor below. While pro
ducer Eddie Offord mixes tapes, Jon
Anderson rests wearily before a TV
watching a family comedy, his health
food craving satisfied temporarily by
a raisin and cheese snack. The group
has been working furiously, putting
uZ in one twelve-hour day after another,
in an attempt to rush Edge to coincidc with their next fall tour. Often
o called a super-perfectionist, Jon ex£ plains his tight work schedule: “You
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tcry of the keyboard allows him great
er freedom in expressing Yes’ cosmic
sound. His Mcllotron drifts in and
out mysteriously, adding the sweep
of an entire orchestra. Each instru
ment is used as an integral part of a
piece: his electric piano is trans
formed into a graceful violin; a grand
piano carries both the melodious
rhapsody and chaotic intensity of the
flute; an organ in Rick's hands bel
lows the brassiness of an entire horn
section; the electric harpsichord be
comes the mellow, meadow-awaken
ing of the clarinet; and the Moog
sounds its deep-throated bassoon
tones. Solos arc conspicuously absent
from the album as Wakeman joins
forces with Howe and Chris Squire’s
instrumentation to complement the
plaintive tones of Anderson’s vocal
harmonics, giving the album a sweep
that critics often miss. Indeed, the
very criticism of the group’s structural
approach to music is precisely what
Anderson aims for: A total group
approach to music, an integrating of
talents to complement each other,
rather than the “divide and conquer
approach” that creates superstars
(and seems to delight critics).
Chris Squire’s striking bass effect
complements Howe's guitar work as
he lays down one melody line after
the other, without, as one observer
has noticed, “losing sight of the basic
function of his instrument.” The rap
idly-changing guitar lines that seem
to grate on the nerves of some harsh
critics, the complex, shifting melody
scales that make some gnash their
teeth in overbearing frustration—both
are what Yes, in fact, strives for. It
is Squire’s piercing stabs at numbers,
intertwined with Howe’s guitar and
Rick’s keyboard work, that, in fact,
breathes life into numbers, while si
multaneously creating a structural
framework within which everyone
will work. The sound thus soars like
an eagle—rather than getting shot
down in flight by an overcager soloist.
Musical space odyssey: Besides be
ing their most far-out effort to date,
Close To The Edge has a cinematic
quality that leaves the listener feeling
as though he has just participated in
the eruption of Mt. Vesuvius. The
theatricality that many complain of
works positively on numbers like
. “Total Mass Retain,” with its ragalike pattern imitating the swirling of
volcanic fiery liquid within the crater’s
midst. The steady pit-pit of scalding
lava dropping into the center com
pletes a three-dimensional image that
puts the listener directly into the mu
sical action.
For those who claim “Yes has gone
so far into the technical beyond, they

MUSIC

Chris Squire: During the making of CLOSE
TO THE EDGE, he took charge whenever
Yes battled ferociously in the studio; but
Jon wished he’d get the vocals right.
Photo- Chuck Pulin

Jon Anderson: Yes Napoleonic super-per
fectionist repeated vocal takes with Chris
and Steve a thousand times. The result?
The plaintive vocals still set critics’ teeth
on edge.

Steve Howe: During EDGE’s taping breaks
he kept his guitar in tune at the Royal
Academy of Music, performing with the
London Philomusica.
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movement s
closing piece, “Siberian
Khatru”
(roughly translated as “Do what you
wish,” in South Yemen) proves that
technical know-how need not destroy
feeling. Yes returns to earth in an
explosive, powerful driving rhythm;
the band takes off with Rick and Steve
in a blasting unison, cascading into
a Stravinsky-influenced machine-like
violence at the end.
Score one for falsettos: Those who
search for imperfections in Yes’ “too
perfect" vocal harmonics might de
light in occasional off-key notes, a
definite source of worry to perfec
tionist Anderson. Numerous overdubbings are employed to get the
right sound, the “perfect match” that
sends some critics shrieking in an
guish. The group laughingly recalls
one horrifying taping during which
a single line from the piece “Apoca-

lypsc”—“Turn around. Glider —was
mulled again and again by back-up
soloist Squire. Take after take, two
straining voices were heard to merge
tentatively, then wobble off pitch, as
those in the control room collapsed
laughing. Finally Anderson's over
dubbing allowed them to obscure
some of the raunchier vocal discord.
But despite all of Anderson’s hard
work, critics still attack Anderson's
wailing voice and demand a more
balanced sound: they cite the need for
a deep voice to counter Yes' falsettos.
What they miss is the fact that a bass
voice would destroy the band's vocal
identity. The distinctive, high-pitched
singing is as vital a part of the Yes
music as is its keyboard leadership.
It would seem that what irks Yes
critics most is what keeps Yes (and
their fans) happy. Eddie Offord be
lieves that the group's harshest critics

would probably prefer a funkier
sound anyway. And Jon Anderson
greets criticism with, "You obviously
go through this kind of thing where
some people arc willing to criticize
us rather than listen to us. So guys’ll
come along to us and say, ‘It’s too
mechanical,’ or ‘they're trying to be
intricate for the sake of intricacy.’
You know, we're only trying to create
entertainment musically.”
In the Yes “Cold Heart” War it
might appear that the group's over
whelming popularity speaks for itself.
Yes' strongest supporters find the mu
sic far from heartless, and claim that
the musical complexity only increases
the excitement, moving the music out
of the realm of the studio and into
the mind of the listener. Yes appears
to be sailing away with their “great
debate” victory—and many critics ap
pear to be missing the boat.
•
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Beatle Pickin' With Cleveland's Raspberries
by Ed Naha

V
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The Raspberries: Midwestern Beach Boy
Beatles stun audience with their on-stage
apparel.

hree mod-ish young men stand
JL behind a microphone in one of
the tiny studios in New York City’s
Record
Plant. The producer
famous I—
1
« set
jet of "scratch” vocals or
wants a
vocals
to
work
with,
but
the
basic
long haired trio can’t stop laughing
___ w enough to sing their .parts.. “I
long
___
should release this
' * record’ the
*u- way
— it
is and ruin your careers,” mutters the
man behind the controls in mock
Outride the studio an
exasperation C-.
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observer remarks in semi-awe, "This
is where the Beatles did all of their
American recording.” Within a few
minutes the sweet sounds of rock and
roll harmonies can be heard floating
from behind studio #l’s closed door
. . . and they sound very good, very
British, almost Beatle-ish in fact. The
Raspberries strike again!
Seated in an upstairs meeting room
sometime later are shag-haired bassist
Eric Carmen, lead guitarist Wally

Bryson, and rhythm guitarist Dave
Smalley; three-fourths of one of the
hottest new groups to come out of the
States this year . . . The Raspberries.
Together with drummer Jim Banfanti,
these four Ohio residents have suc
ceeded within a few months in
launching a hit single (“Go All The
Way”), a hit album {The Raspber
ries), and a hit sound over America’s
AM and FM airwaves. The sound of
this Capitol Record’s band is aston
ishingly similar to that of the four
Liverpool lads who took the world by
storm in 1964, a point that many
record critics and buyers arc quick
to comment about. But the Rasp
berries, rather than running away
from the tag “American group trying
to sound British,” accept it with pride.
East meets West. Explains Eric,
"I like to think of the group as being
more American than the Beatles but
more British than the Beach Boys . . .
right in the middle. Kind of like the
Midwestern Beach Boy Beatles or
something. We don’t mind being com
pared to the Beatles, it’s very flatter
ing; but there’s a whole lot of other
influences working within the group,
too. Wally really likes the Stones and
Free, and that shows up in his guitar
work. Dave likes the Everly Brothers
and country stuff. All together, our
sound is a conglomeration of pieces
of those groups plus bands like the
Bee Gees, the Who, the old Small
Faces and any other group that we
like.”
Although super-tight and profes
sional when it comes to laying down
pseudo-British rock. The Raspberries
is a comparatively new band with its
roots dating back only a couple of
years. “Well, we all individually have
been playing the local Cleveland rock
scene for about six and a half years,
since high school. But after a while,
it seemed that we were the’only ones
left who were playing rock and roll,
you know, Beatles and Stones. Every
one else got into dope-oriented stuff,
or jazz. It was only logical that the
four of us should get together because
we were the ONLY four left who still
remained loyal to the mainstream
rock.”
After trading musical ideas and
philosophies, the quartet decided
what their musical goals as The Rasp
berries would be. “We knew from the
very beginning what we were out to
prove,” Eric states. “Our whole con-
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ccpt was. and is, to bring back the
halcyon days of clean rock, 1965 and
'66. The days when you could turn
on a radio and hear GOOD songs in
the top ten; the Beatles, the Stones,
the Hollies, the Who. We want to
bring back that good time feeling
that was around back then. We feel
that there just isn’t much going on
worthwhile in the music business and
that it’s time for a change.”
Beatle-like blast from the past.
Once “Go All The Way” began climb
ing the charts last summer, the Cleve
land four found themselves faced
with live audiences and the problems
of bringing their Raspberries record
sound to life onstage. They wanted to
be as different live as they had been
on record, which presented a bit of
a problem according to Eric: “Well,
first off, we're more of a straight rock
and roll band than our first album in
dicates. ‘Go All The Way’ was the
ONE song on the first LP that really
sounds like us live. A lot of audiences
were really shocked when we started
to play really hard rock and ... oh
yes, they didn’t know what to make
of our looks. The people just go into
total panic when we come out on
— because we all wear SUITS,
stage
identical suits.
suits, They don’t know
... .a
whether we're a nightclub
band,
Beatles rip-off or what. The whole
reason behind
I"*'1-'1 us wearing the suits
was to gel the audiences’ attention,
and that seemed the best way to do it.
Sort of a blast from the past.”
Eric is confident that their latest
Capitol LP will garner them many
new hard rocking fans that may have
missed out on the Raspberries their
first time around. “The new album
should really be a knock out,” he
smiles. “It's a lot different than the
first LP, it’s a lot more together. The
first one was more of an individual
effort because the group was only six
months old when we recorded it and
there really wasn’t too much group
interaction on it. As a result, one
song was one style, another song was
another style, etc. There wasn’t really
any definitive sound from the group.
We were just another band with pretty
vocals and nice songs. Plus some of
the songs were very orchestrated and
couldn't be done too well onstage
when we toured.
“This time, our prime purpose in
writing our new album was to capture
a 'live’ feeling. The record is more
up, it’s more rock and roll, plain and
simple. No artistry, orchestration or
studio effects. It's
Il's just us
i all the way.
Straightforward rock a la Beatles *65.
Vintage sort of stuff.”
The Raspberries strike again!

Out Of Asylum And Into
The Fire With John
David Souther and
Jackson Browne
by Janis Schacht

T ohn David Souther walks on to
a stage facing 7000 critics, all
waiting for him to be finished. He
doesn’t say very much, he just plunges
straight into “The Fast One,” a song
from his first album, John David
Souther (Asylum):

You don’t know how I feel
You don't seem to care
If I let you see it through my eyes
You wouldn’t see anyone there.
“The Fast One”
As soon as he’s finished the kids down
front start screaming for more;
"Yeah, John David . . . more.”
J. D. Souther has captured a crowd
with ease. His voice is so flexible
that he was capable of easily singing
all the vocal harmonies on his record.
Now, onstage, he is pacing himself
through some of the best new material
around: some fast, some slow ... all
original.
After a really good ovation, J. D.
Souther gets into a cab and rides
down Fifth Avenue to Greenwich Vil
lage. In his hotel he displays some of
the toy cars he bought on his first day
back in New York. “I love toys,” he
confesses. “I’ve got all kinds of toys.
Whenever I’m in New York I head
straight for F.A.O. Schwarz (New
York’s biggest toy store). It's like a
museum, only there you can take
things home with you.”
Walking
through
Washington
Square past flickering street lights
down to the Bitter End where Jackson
Browne and David Blue are playing.
As J.D. enters the dressing room,
Jackson throws his arms around him
and they move into the inner dressing
room to talk.
James Dean revisited. J.D. is dress
ed all in blue. He’s wearing blue jeans
and a blue and white striped t-shirt.
His face is dominated by his turquoise
blue eyes and reddish-blonde unkempt
hair that frames his gentle but tired
face. Jackson and J.D. easily remin
isce about the good old days in Cali
fornia.
“I saw East of Eden on television
the other night, Jackson,” J.D. an
nounces. “It reminded me of James

Dean.” “Yeah,” Jackson replies and
immediately picks up his guitar and
starts to play a song about James
Dean which he and J.D. have been
writing on and off for longer than
either can remember. Jackson plays
J. D. Souther staged his own _____
revival
meeting backstage with Jackson Browne.

as J.D. calls out chords that might
work. Though parts of it are a little
shaky, the song is sheer genius and
it’s obvious that two of the best song
writers of today are at work.
When it’s time for Jackson to re
turn to the stage he decides to play
“Jesus in 3/4 Time,” which he an-
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nounces as a song written by his
friend, John David Souther:
Living for Jesus day after day
Nobody lives quite that strong
Blessed assurance is one thing to
know
A nd another to sing in a song . . .
Once I was Baptised but now
I am free

To sing you a new gospel song
Singing higher and higher and
higher . . .
J.D. strolls out of the back room
and stands against the brick wall lis
tening with rapt attention as Jackson

interprets his song. After it’s over and
Jackson has repeated the name “John
David Souther’’ J.D. smiles wistfully
and in his soft Southern accent says,
“Beautiful . . . I’m in.”
Separate success for three friends.
J.D. Souther used to play in a duo
called Longbranch Pennywhistle with
Glenn Frey who now sings for The
Eagles. Though nothing became of
them as a team, it looks as if sepa
rately the future is a clear path to
the top.
If Jackson Browne, Glenn Frey and
J.D. Souther were all to stand to
gether onstage and sing, there would_

not be much difference; they all sound
pretty much alike. They all write to
gether and in the same style, they’re
all friends and they all have the same
manager and the same record com
pany. The most comforting thought
is, they’re all good.
Flash on all the Renaissance paint
ings you’ve ever seen of Jesus Christ
preaching. John David Souther has
that same hypnotic kind of face. As
you go through the new release rack
in your local record store, his eyes
demand your attention, soulfully ask
ing you to take the time to listen.
Do it, you won’t be sorry.

in Macon, Georgia. I did yoga and

rode my motorcycle. One day I got
Sailcat: Heavenly Harley
lost on a dirt road and met the Allman Brothers, who were on Phil’s
and they turned me on to a
Extravaganza Takes Motorcycle label,
great way of music.
“Somewhere along the line I got
Mama For Ahas Trial
Run
married, this time to my high school
put together Motorcycle Mama,
irst there was Hair, the original

F

rock musical. Then there was
Tommy by the Who, the first rock
opera. Before you could say “Pinball
Wizard,” the world was rocking to
Frank Zappa’s multi-media 200 Mo
tels. And even God was playing to
S.R.O. audiences via Godspell and
Jesus Christ Superstar. But that ain’t
all, folks. Somewhere, in the midst
of all this rock-religious-theatric hub
bub is tiny Sailcat and their low-keyed
opus Motorcycle Mama (Elektra).
Sailcat is composed of two Ala
bama boys, John Wyker and Court
land Pickett. Together with a batch
of studio musicians, the Dixie duo

lost on a dirt
Sailcat- John Wyker was
road whin the Allman Brothers found

him and took him home.

or in Wyker’s own words, “The
world’s first motorcycle ‘ rock opera
. . . the ballad of Red Ryder, B.B.
Gunn and Little Beaver.” The unique
thing about Motorcycle Mama is that
it is not just another “concept” album,
it is actually a sound track LP for a
movie ... a movie that as yet exists
only in theory ... or in John Wyker’s
mind. Phew!
The basics of the film, however,
are now firmly implanted on record;
and so, with the aid of a handy stereo
set, any cycle devotee can hear the
musical exploits of suave wanderer
Red Ryder, a never-say-die fiero al
ways on the search for adventure and
romance. His true self, however deep
ly hidden from the outside world by
a facade of brashness, actually longs
to find the right girl to settle down
with and, presumably, raise a family
of mini-bikers.
The Allman Brothers save a lost
soul: The story of Ryder is actually
a semi-autobiographical tale conjured
up by Wyker over a number of years.
The whole idea started back in the
days when John was playing with a
group called the Rubber Band. A dif
ference of opinion arose between Mr.
and Mrs. Wyker over John’s lifestyle.
“I was touring Texas with the band,”
he recalls, “and my wife wanted me
to go into the hardware business.
After my marriage fell apart, I dis
covered Jesus Christ and met Buck
Wilken, all in the same week . . .
Buck’s an incredible singer, song
writer, philosopher, poet, and picker
who had a big influence on me. We
cut a couple of country songs in ’68
that were hit and miss in Muscle
Shoals. In ’69 I went to work for
Phil Walden’s new Capricorn label

sweetie who had a little girl of her
own. She was the one I wrote Motor
cycle Mama about. After she died,
I had a nervous breakdown and nu
merous motorcycle wrecks. Marlin
Greene brought Don Nix and Denny
Cordell from Shelter down to help
me put my life back together but I
just couldn’t make a go of it.”
Squashed cats and a run-away
wife: While John was mulling about
in melancholia, old music buddy from
way back, lanky Court Pickett, was
making his way back to homeland
Alabama after an unsuccessful tryst
in L.A.. Joining and eventually split
ting from a rock group called Wet
Willie within a matter of months,
Court found John mulling over some
Allman Brothers-sounding songs and
decided to lend a hand. The duo, now
calling themselves Sailcat (named
after squashed cats that are found
on highways and make good organic
frisbees when scraped off the pave
ment), took their heavenly Harley
extravaganza to record exec Ron Bellew, who heard it, liked it and re
corded it. During the process, how
ever, a local record producer ran off
with John’s THIRD wife ... an act
for which Wyker wishes to thank the
poor soul.
With Motorcycle Mama's country
rock sound now captured on plastic,
Wyker and Pickett hope to be able
to transfer Ryder’s adventures to the
big screen as soon as they get enough
money together to start the wheels
rolling. Until that day, Sailcat will
just have to be content with playing
concerts and taking the ballad of Red
Ryder on the road. Come to think of
it, that seems a pretty good place for
America’s “first motorcycle rock opera” to be.
by Ed Naha
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Rory Gallagher: Blues Boy Beats The Sequin Set
A t the expense of losing face and
21 image,” Rory Gallagher explains
in his soft Irish accent, “I am a work
ing musician. I have an idea where
I fit into the music scene today, but
I don’t worry about it. I just try to
stay on the outside and go on my
merry way.”
Rory’s just finished his third tour
of America. He’s played both small
outdoor festivals .nd large ones, he’s
seconded the bill to the Faces at
Madison Square Garden and left the
crowd screaming for more, he’s gone
to tiny towns in the Midwest and
wowed audiences in high school audi
toriums, and, all the while his latest
release Rory Gallagher Live (Polydor) is racing up the charts. “A lot of
musicians aren’t prepared to come
over here and work all the places, but
that’s the only way,” Rory explains.
“You have to play all the places so
people can see you and make up their
minds about you.”
Sitting in a tiny, cluttered room on
the 38th Floor of a modern New
York office building which houses
Polydor Records, Rory looks around
unhappily and admits, “I wish there
was a drink in this place ... in Eng
land they always give you something
to drink when you come into the
office.” The want of a drink soon
fades as Rory gets into talking about
being a musician. He is probably one
of the most successful musicians in
the world. No matter where he goes,
no matter where he plays, no matter
who is topping the bill (in Europe he
tops the bill), this ex-member of the
British group Taste is getting audi
ences off from coast to coast, from
continent to continent.
Popping the Cork with his blues:
Gallagher is a medium build, anony
mous looking 24-year-old. Cascades
of chestnut brown hair, cut into a
rather impressive shag are Rory’s only
concession to current fashion. Blue
eyes, McCartney-ish in shape and size
smile above a healthy glowing country
complexion. He arrived in London
from Cork, Ireland five years ago.
“I always go back to Ireland when
I’ve got a week off,” Rory admits.
“I just hang out in London. I like
London, but it’s different. When you
are an Irishman you can never really
call it home.”
The new live album only half-cap
tures the impact of Rory Gallagher
live. Gallagher is a blues musician
extraordinaire. “I never play the ultimate blues,” Rory tries to explain as
his eyes wander out over a New York

sunset on the Hudson River. "I play
my own songs, I don’t just play the
blues the way Paul Butterfield does.
He just does old songs and other
people’s material. There’s plenty of
room for movement in the whole
blues thing. Playing the blues for me
is a means to an end.”
Rory revved up his first guitar when
he was nine years old. He eventually
moved into what he calls a “Show
band,” a cabaret-type ballroom band.
He stayed with this for several years
while learning his trade and eventu
ally formed the first Taste. Taste 2
came later, and they moved to Eng
land, where their success is musical
history. Taste members, however,
could never reconcile themselves to
being a back-up band for Rory’s tal
ents, so Rory moved on to a “solo”
career. The musicians he plays with
now know they are only background
to Rory’s voice and guitar, and that’s
the way he wants it to stay. Though
not a flashy performer onstage, his
fans know that when he removes his
dungaree jacket and rolls up his right
sleeve he is getting down to it and
commencing to boogie.
Belfast bash in the war zone: Gal
lagher’s biggest publicity spread came
earlier this year when he played a
concert in Belfast, Ireland. It was on
record—the first, last and only rock
concert in Ireland since the fighting
began. Did it occur to Rory that he
was doing anything particularly un
usual? “No,” he recalls, explaining
“I’m just an Irishman. I treat the
whole country as Ireland without sep
arating it into North and South. So,
we just did it. Of course, there were
a lot of bombs that night. The Eng
lish rock papers came to look on it
as some great heroic deed, but it
didn’t strike me that way. Others
could see the dangers that I couldn’t
see because I’m Irish.
Listen to Rory as he rocks his way
through “Messin’ With The Kid” and
“Bullfrog Blues.” While the rest of
the music biz dons its sequins and
satins, Rory Gallagher is making his
way to the top on a wave of rhythm
and blues. Will Rory Gallagher ever
give up his denim jacket and find
happiness in a flashing pink jacket?
Will his already beautiful blue eyes
find themselves enhanced by silver
glitter? Rory laughs when the ques
tion is put to him: “I’ve already or
dered it ... a hundred pounds of
silver glitter . . . and that’s only for
the left eye!” He’s kidding of course,
because Rory Gallagher’s shine comes

when he’s
beat-up old
hell out of
variation on
themes sing

up onstage holding his
Stratocaster, playing the
it and making his own
the old rhythm and blues
again.

Rory Gallagher:
Rory
Gallagher: In Belfast he made music
«>>L —
jt and joined the ranks o’
to mw
bomb
by,
Britain’s" national heroes.
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If you prefer your music on 12" Stereo Records join the Colum
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selections for only $2.86. Just indicate the 14 records you want
on the application and mail it today, together with your check
or money order. In exchange, you agree to buy ten records (at
the regular Club prices) during the coming two years . . . and
you may cancel membership any time after doing so.
OR — if you prefer your music on Stereo Tapes join the Colum
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$2.86. Just write in the numbers of your 10 selections on the
application — then mail it together with check or money order.
(Also indicate whether you want cartridges or cassettes or
reel tapes.) In exchange, you agree to buy seven selections
(at regular Club prices) during the coming two years . . . and
you may cancel membership any time after doing so.
Your own charge account will be opened upon enrollment . . .
and the selections you order as a member will be mailed and
billed at the regular Club prices: records, $4.98 or $5.98; car
tridges and cassettes, $6.98; reel tapes, $7.98 . . . plus a proc
essing and postage charge. (Occasional special selections
may be somewhat higher.)
You may accept or reject selections as follows: whichever
Club you join, every four weeks you will receive a new copy
of your Club's music magazine, which describes the regular
selection for each musical interest . . . plus hundreds of alter
nate selections from every field of music.
. . . if you do not want any selection offered, just mail the
response card always provided by the date specified
... if you want only the regular selection for your musical In
terest, you need do nothing — it will be shipped to you
automatically
... if you want any of the other selections offered, order them
on the response card and mail it by the date specified
. . . and from time to time we will offer some special selec
tions, which you may reject by mailing the dated response
form provided ... or accept by simply doing nothing.
You'll be eligible for your Club's bonus plan upon completing
your enrollment agreement — a plan which enables you to save
at least 33% on all your future purchases. Act nowl
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Why Mott The.
?

For three years they had one
England had ever seen.
David Bowie strip them of
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by Michele Hush

"And some goodies, and some
newies. and some oldies, and some
fflthies. and some weirdies, and
some queeries . . . just for you . . .
(’‘The Wheel of the Quivering
Meat Conception,”
Huntcr/Stcvcns)
\ A J hen the number one freak of
YV 'he rock n roll year, David
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Mott The Hoople; They called David Bowie
from Switzerland to announce that they’d
split up. Three hours later David called
back and begged them to record the song
he’d just written in less than 180 minutes.
------ ••ah The Young Dudes.”
The title?

bowie. takes time out from his own
pursuit of success to write a song and
produce an album for a band other
than his own, you can figure one of
two things: (A) he’s trying to sabo
tage the competition; or (B) he really
likes the other band In this particular
case, the answer is B. Mr. “Ziggy
Stardust,” the man who has converted
something
so
traditionally
closet
bound as trans-scxualism into a mass
market product, has now set his glit
tering silver sights on the career of
Mott the Hoople. And Mott the
Hoople couldn't be more pleased.
The “Young Dudes” bombshell:
Last August Columbia Records placed
a full-page ad in one of the American
musical trade-papers announcing the
release of “All the Young Dudes,” a
single written and produced by David
Bowie and recorded by Mott the
Hoople. It was obvious that some
thing unusual was going on . . . some
thing unusual and also highly benefi
cial for Mott the Hoople. Columbia,
spurred on by the British chart success
of “All the Young Dudes,” rushreleased an album by the same title,
also produced by Bowie, and has
scheduled a Hoople tour for the near
future, possibly as near as late this
month.

A nd my brother’s back at home
With his Beaties and His Stones
We never got it off on that
Revolution stuff, what a drag
Too many snags . . .
I’m a dude now.
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Hoople Leaped Z
of the most frenzied followings
Then they suddenly let
everything they stood for. Why?
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The cause of all the aforementioned
activity, “All the Young Dudes,” is a
song directed toward an audience
which few groups other than Alice
Cooper have acknowledged. Bowie’s
lyrics speak to a generation whose
socio-political roots arc not buried in
pseudorevolutionary jive and whose
musical memories post-date the Bea
tles and Stones. And yet, in a paradox
of which Bowie and Mott must be
well aware, the song blends together
all the 1960’s folklore which it super
ficially rejects—Ian Hunter’s vocal
pacing is strongly reminiscent of both
the Dylan of “Like A Rolling Stone”
days and the Lennon of any days,
while the group harmonics bring back
that old WASP-gospcl shout of vin
tage Beatles (“yeah, yeah, yeah”
through the ’Hey Jude” chorus).
Without a doubt, “All the Young
Dudes” is an extraordinary piece of
work, but it is as much David Bowie
as it is Mott the Hoople. One might
understandably wonder why Mott, a
group with a solid following of its
own, would so completely merge with
the artistic ideas of David Bowie. The
answer becomes clear when one looks
into Mott’s highly-disorganized, badluck-strcwn background.
The first maniacal fans: Four-fifths
of the present Mott the Hoople—gui
tarist-vocalist Mick Ralphs, bass play
er Overend (Peter) Watts, organist
Verden ("Phallcy”) Allen and drum
mer Buffin (who is, for some reason,
mortified by his perfectly normal
given name, Terry Griffen)—have
been together for about five years. In
1968, just before they were to record
their first album for Island Records,
their original vocalist, Stan Tippen,
dropped out and was replaced by the
current vocalist-pianist, Ian Hunter.
Shortly after the final quintet had
been assembled, the group took to
the road and conquered the first of
their ardent collection of maniacal

Overend Watts, bass: Three years after
they’d begun, they were one of Britain's
biggest attractions. But they practically
had to give their albums away on the
streets.

British fans. (Hoople freaks are infa
mous for their aisle-dancing, chair
trampling ways; they have totally ob
literated one projected live Mott al
bum by storming the stage and thusly
screwing up the tapes, and later suc
ceeded in having their main-band
banned from the Royal Albert Hall;
the management was not at all thrilled
by the surplus of un-stuffed, ripped-up
chairs. Tsk.)
The lunacy level: By early 1970,
Mott the Hoople were an established
crowd-pleaser (if management-dis
turber) at any and all British concert
appearances, and while a U.S. tour
with Traffic that spring had not
exactly set the North American con
tinent on fire, the reaction was suffi
ciently positive to be deemed encour
aging: a mass of English people and
a lesser number of Americans had
responded to the group’s highly ener
getic punkiness with unbridled enthu
siasm. Although, musically speaking,
Mott are considerably less brilliant
than some, they possess a large supply
of that typically English commonsense-nonsense which did so much for
the Beatles a few years back and more
recently has elevated the Faces to
their present status. When Mott takes
over a stage, the lunacy-level makes
it clear that they are there to have a
good time.
Bearing all this in mind, it would
seem that success on a very large
scale was practically guaranteed for
Mott the Hoople. However, various
obstacles impeded their progress time
and again, and a stroke of luck—such
as the intervention of David Bowie—
is something they could have used
long ago. Crisis number one came in
the summer of 1970, when various
group members suffered a series of
personal traumas which deeply af
fected their second album, Mad Shad
ows. When it was released that fall,
the album brought disappointment to
the group on two fronts: first, at
home, it was considered too depress
ing to be commercial by the British
public; and second, on this side of
the Atlantic, poor-to-non-existent pro
motion on the part of Mott’s Ameri
can label left the album unadvertised
and consequently unknown. Although
few people seem to realize this, Amer
ican success is crucial to the survival
of any British band; because of Eng
land’s absurdly high taxes, even the
most popular British group can only
hope to break even through tours
and album sales in their homeland.
In Mott the Hoople’s case, the lack
of sales both at home and in America
loomed depressingly large in their
life-style.

The TV turned on with a spoon:
In 1971, despite the fact that they
were one of the most successful acts
on the British concert route, the mem
bers of Mott resided cn-massc in a
tumble-down tenement in a section of
London which looked as if it had
never recovered from the World War
II blitzkriegs. The decor was, shall we
say, “Contemporary Thrift Shop’’—
thread-bare couches, a few flea-bitten
mattresses, the whole Apple Annie
scene. If their television set had come
with an operating manual it would
have read, “To change channels, in
sert tablespoon and twist,” and believe
it or not, they didn’t even own a rec
ord player. Obviously, this is not the
way your regulation pop-star is sup
posed to live.
Nevertheless, as the saying goes,
the band played on. A second Ameri
can tour, originally planned to coin
cide with the release of the third Mott
album, Wild Life, was delayed by an
illness within the group. Then, when
Mott finally did arrive in the U.S. in
the spring of 1971, they had the mis
fortune to be booked on a tour with
Atlantic Records’ prodigies of the
season, Emerson, Lake and Palmer;
with all of Atlantic’s promotional en
ergy concentrated on ELP, the mem
bers of Mott the Hoople were virtu
ally left to fend for themselves.
At the end of that tour, in late
spring 1971, Mott returned home for
more British dates and a fourth al
bum, Brain Capers, which they rather
symbolically dedicated to James
Dean. Most of the tracks on that al
bum seemed to express that old Rebclwithout-a-cause frustration (has any
body seen Sal Mineo?):
And I feel rejected, feel neglected
Living in the wrong time . . .
But 1 swear to you
Before we’re through
You’re gonna feel our every blow
We ain’t bleeding you,
We’re feeding you
But you’re too fucking slow . . .
(“The Moon Upstairs,”
by Hunter/Ralphs)
Ignored again: Frustrated or not,
with Brain Capers Mott the Hoople
had produced their strongest album
to date. The songs reverberated with
confined energy, creating a precarious
balance between violent release and
depression. Everything about Brain
Capers seemed ripe for success, but
once again Atlantic Records and
Dame Fortune blew it: Mott’s Ameri
can recording contract was due to
elapse and Atlantic, clearly uninter
ested in a renewal, chose to veritably
ignore the new album. Meanwhile,
although by rights the group should

have been on the road promoting the
LP themselves, their lack of any man
agement whatsoever left them strand
ed at home.
The unkindest cut of all in one
way, but a lucky break in another,
came earlier this year when Mott the
Hoople were released from their Brit
ish contract with Island Records.
Company spokesmen expressed genu
ine regret, but also pointed out that
Mott had left Island several thousand
pounds in the red, and so, with a sigh,
sent the band on its way. At this
point, in late winter of 1972, Mott
seemed doomed to oblivion and began
to consider disbanding.
A Bowie from the blue: BUT!—
(as Rin Tin Tin appears on the crest
of a nearby hill)—just in the proverb
ial nick of time who should come to
the rescue but that old White (silver
lame?) Knight, David Bowie. David,
always a Hoople admirer from afar,
heard about their difficulties, wrote
a song for them, and then asked the
group if they’d like to record it. Never
ones to turn a deaf ear to good music,
Mott agreed. Next, David brought
them together with his manager, Tony
de Fries, who negotiated a contract
for them with Columbia Records.
Shortly thereafter “All the Young
Dudes” made a spectacular leap into
the upper reaches of the British
charts and Columbia initiated a drive
toward a similar success in the Amer
ican market.
So it seems that luck may finally
have taken the side of Mott the
Hoople. In “The Journey,” a song
from Brain Capers, Ian Hunter sings,
“And I know I’ve lost just a little
bit on the journey,” but it seems that
he and his fellow Hooples have gained
a few things as well. At this point in
time David Bowie is a very powerful
ally, and of course, Columbia Rec
ords ain’t nothing to sneeze at neither.
But in the end, it is the group itself
which will have to make the differ
ence between success or continued
frustration. Today, Mott the Hoople
are in many ways older and wiser
than they were in earlier days, and
have considerably more to offer in
the areas of experience and profes
sional know-how. With their history
of frustration and a future which
seems far more promising than any
thing in their past, it seems likely that
they’ll meet the challenge. As the
song says,
Now I’ve drunk a lot of wine
and I’m feeling fine . . .
Yeah, their dues are paid, and now
they can be dudes.

Mott The Hoople. When “All
Dudes" soared to the top of
record charts, it was obvious
thing strange had happened
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The Young
the British
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to Mott.
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The Most
Peculiar
Comeback
Of The
Year:
Cocker
Returns

Cocker and the Chris Stainton
When Cocker finally came
out of hiding with the
Chris Stainton Band.
it suddenly
,31

Band:

looked as if his
newly reborn career
was = bout to drodead in Its track*

by Patrick (Willie Boy) Salvo

Feathers of an Angel

T t started out as a mysterious disap± pearance from the stage that even
Garbo would have found hard to du
plicate. It burst forth eighteen months
later as a gun-toting, top-secret return
to American that even James Bond
would have looked on with amused
stupefaction. And now it promises to
become the most peculiar musical
comeback of the year. On the radio the
once-silent voice of Joe Cocker can
be heard gurgling throatily through a
new single (“Midnight Rider”) for the
first time since “High Time We Went”
rumbled toward the top of the charts
in June, 1971. On stages everywhere
from Chandler, Indiana, to Zurich,
Switzerland, Cocker is jerking spas
modically, pulling his hair, and playing
his invisible bass for the first time
since he stood America on its ear with
the Mad Dogs and Englishmen tour in
early 1970. And in the homes of an
xious Cocker connoisseurs all over the
world, the sounds of a new LP from
the curly-haired blues belter are be
ginning to monopolize the stereo for
the first time in well over a year and
a half. But what’s even more in
triguing, for the first time since Cock
er dropped out of sight nearly two
years ago, the fragmented evidence on
why he disappeared has begun to come
together as a coherent whole.
String of disasters: Ten months
ago. Cocker stepped from the puzzling
but peaceful depths of his Sheffield
hideaway into the most dramatic, sus
penseful, expensive and blundering reemergence of the decade. After sneak
ing into the States with an entourage
of pistol-packing bodyguards, holing
up like an escaped convict in subur
ban Connecticut, spending a quarter
of a million dollars to bail himself out
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or an old management contract, and
coming back to the stage looking like
a cross between Baby Huey and the
Wild Man of Borneo, Cocker prompt
ly proceeded to lose his voice and
forget his lines in one of the most
embarrassing concerts Madison Square
Garden had ever seen. Disaster con
tinued to dog the Cocker contingent
as they flew off to spend four months
on the road. In Alabama a group of
fans tried to turn off the electricity to
the Chris Stainton Band’s amps. In

Louisiana, Joe hobbled onstage with
crutches after having been pulled off
the stage by fans the previous night.
And everywhere there were squabbles
between Hie members of the band. It
wasn’t until “Midnight Rider” had
been released a few weeks ago and
Joe had thrown himself into a second
tour, that the gravelly-voiced English
man’s performances began to regain
their exuberant normalcy. But the real
question raised by this incredible
string of events was why Cocker had

4

Joe Cocker: In a small Connecticut Studio,
the plumber who could out^row* a
grizzly sang his heart <,tJt On
"Midnight Rambler" While
gun-toting bodyguards
outside kept t"«lr
eyes peeled ’for
trouble *

opened himself to the trauma of a
second start by pulling out of the rock
scene in the first place.
Bright lights for a poor boy: The
whole amazing Cocker saga began one
smokey night in 1967 at London’s
famed Marquee club, when musical
impresario Dee Anthony (who got his
start managing Tony Bennett, then
graduated to the likes of ELP and
Humble Pie) found Joe Cocker deck
ed in a stolen busman’s jacket singing
Ray Charles numbers for two British

pounds a night. Anthony’s friends
thought Cocker was at best a sorry
excuse for a singer, but Dee believed
in the young, bellowing contortionist,
treated him like a son, and helped
grease the road to the big time- For
Joe Cocker, however, the big ^me
meant a monumental case of conned
exhaustion. After climbing swiftly
from the depths of nowhere
heights of recognition by app£ar*n8
on the Ed Sullivan Show, garnering a
recording contract, spinning though

MUS/C
two major tours, bathing in tumultuous
applause at Woodstock, and living
through a series of ugly dope arrests
with his friends and partners, the
Grease Band, Joe flew back to his
home in England feeling totally drain
ed and fairly mixed up about his fu
ture plans. Before he left, he met all
the old-time greats—Chuck Berry, Lit
tle Richard, Jerry Lee Lewis—at the
airport and sadly remarked: “Show
biz has definitely aged me. They all
look younger than they did in 1958,
while I look older than I did last year.”
The Grease Band blow out: But
the idea of pulling out of the lime
light permanently was the farthest
thing from Cocker’s mind. He admit
ted anxiously that, “I have to continue
playing by putting my total being into
my stage act, because that’s one of
the few moments of peace I still have.”
However, fate was conspiring to
take even that little bit of peace away
from Joe Cocker. The smoldering dis
contents among the men who had ac
companied Cocker or his rise to the
top soon broke out in open rebellion,
and the Grease Band split from him
to record an album with Spooky Tooth
(Last Puff, on A&M Records). Henry
McCullough, then an integral part of
the Greasers’ sound and now the bass
player for Paul McCartney’s Wings,
remembers the situation vividly: “Jlie
exact split was in February, 1970.
We’d just done America and then we
did Midem and things started going
wrong. We weren’t getting any new
numbers, and Joe was never there to
tell us what was happening or what
we were supposed to be doing. Event
ually the whole thing just fell apart.”
Cigarettes on the floor: On the
other hand Cocker felt the Grease
Band was a bit too uptight for his lik
ing. “No it wasn’t really a problem
of being inventive,” mused Cocker,
“there was just something wrong. No
body in the Grease Band was ever
totally relaxed. There were always
cigarettes lying about the stage. Every
one seemed to be a bit neurotic. That
used to really upset me!” Cocker also
pointed out that now and again the
Grease Band would find it almost im
possible to keep up with him: “Well
sometimes I would drive pretty hard.
I used to look at Bruce (drummer
Bruce Rowlands) with fury in my eyes
and say. come on, man, come on,
keep it driving. Keep it driving man!”
Obviously they didn’t, and soon Cock
er was back in L.A. (minus the Grease
Band) with the intentions of recuper
ating from the grueling months on the
road and of casually looking over
some new musicians for a possible
summer tour.
Birth of the Mad Dogs: On
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March 12, 1970, one day after the
still-exhausted Cocker arrived, Joe’s
manager Dee Anthony flew into L.A.
bearing the tidings that a seven week
Cocker Tour, to begin eight days later
in Detroit, had been negotiated. Joe
said he couldn’t take it. He was sick.
He was drained. He was spiritless.
And he didn't even have a band. But
Anthony advised him that the pro
moters would sue his ass off if he fail
ed to show. And the musicians’ union,
said Dee, was prepared to twist Joe’s
tail even harder. If he backed out,
they’d never let him play the States
again.
The situation was desperate when
Leon Russell—hearing of Joe’s plight
—finally offered his services in form
ing a swiftly-contrived band that was
scheduled to disintegrate after twenty
dates. As Russell remembers it, “I

Joe Cocker! may
be Cocher’s last chance to overcome the
most dramatic, expensive and blunder
ing comeback of the year

said, 'What the hell, we might as well
put something together just for the
hell of it.’ ”
Orgy with wings: So great was
Russell’s prowess on the telephone that
by day’s end ten musicians had been
•assembled and rehearsals begun. When
the smoke cleared a week later, a
somewhat bewildered Joe Cocker
found himself standing on a Detroit
stage flanked by a 40-strong tribal
unit—known from that day on as Mad
Dogs & Englishmen. The potpourri of
musical stars and assorted hangers-on
was intricately detailed m newspapers
from Coast to Coast. Denny Cordell
was quoted as saying, "The whole
thing was a bit like Alice & Wonder-
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land, a kind of flying Easy Rider." A
noted
West Coast correspondent
thought that the “Mad Dogs and Eng
lishmen tour was a rock and roll circus
with Joe Cocker in the center ring.”
While one famous English writer wrote
it off as “a hideously grueling mara
thon tour that was to become as big a
part of rock history as Woodstock.

»»

Joe escapes: As one reporter wrote
prophetically at the time, it was “this
57-day slog across America . . . that
finally brought Cocker to the crux of
his problems." A despondent and with
drawn Joe Cocker went home to hi
bernate in Sheffield, England, having
made exactly eight hundred dollars
for nearly sixty days of uninterrupted
Mad Dogs and English sweat, “and
even in Sheffield eight hundred dollars
does not go a long way." Not, at least,
when it's in the pocket of a dispirited
rock star. Obviously, Joe Cocker got
beat, and would always be bitter at
those who had somehow manipulated
him for their own purposes. Some say
he was used as a patsy to get Leon
Russell’s Shelter record label off the
ground (most of the label’s rock stars
got their start with Joe). Some implied
that manager Dee Anthony had some
how pocketed Joe’s share of the gold.
Dee himself replied angrily that the
huge entourage of Mad Dogs had cut
their friend Joe’s profits down to noth
ing by renting extra airplanes at phe
nomenal prices and throwing one ex
pensive, orgiastic touring bash after
another. Rita Coolidge, one of Joe’s
few lasting friends from the tour, re
marked that petty jealousies on the
part of troupe members had helped
bring down “bad Karma.” Others
claimed that Cocker had been his own
worst enemy, escaping the grind of a
tour he hadn’t wanted by filling his
system with more chemicals than the
human body can safely endure.
The Great Garbo imitation: When
they parted, Leon Russell couldn’t
get over Joe’s wariness, his lack of
enthusiasm for the ensuing Mad Dogs
record and movie, and his total lack
of future plans. Dee Anthony, stung
by Cocker’s sulkiness, spoke to Joe
the day he left California. That fate
ful last day before he went under
ground. “I asked him, ‘Are you happy
with everything Joe?’ He said, ‘Yeah.’
‘Then what’s wrong?’ He’d always
say, 'Nothing, I’m just gonna get my
head together, relax a little.’ ” But
Joe Cocker’s relaxation was destined
to stretch out for over 500 days and
nights.
For a year and a half Joe’s manager,
his record company and his friends
traveled to Sheffield and begged Joe
to come back. For a year and a half
A&M Record executives racked their

brains and rifled through their old
Cocker tapes to find something, any
thing they could release under the
Cocker name. For a year and a half
Cocker clung to the privacy of his
panel truck with the mattress in the
back. Then suddenly one night onstage
at Madison Square Garden, the engi
neer of “Hitchcock Railway” was
back.
The crucial test of the new LP:
As Cocker stood beneath the spotlight
of Madison Square Garden, groping
futilely for notes he couldn’t reach, it
looked as if the voice that once outgrowled a herd of angry bears had
disappeared like a lost sheep, never to
appear again.
Now whether the Cocker blues
power will ever once again shake rock
audiences with the tumultuous charm
it exercised back in the exuberant days
after Woodstock is a question only the
fate of his current tour and his new
album, will answer..Originally the LP
seemed like an excuse—a long player
thrown together because record-busi
ness wisdom demands that an album
'accompany a tour. But further listen
ing proves that this is not the case.
Although it contains live and studio
versions of such old Cocker grit as
“Black Eyed Blues” and “Hitchcock
Railway,” it also contains some dirty
new renditions of Stephen Stills “Love
The One You’re With” and Duane
Allman’s “Midnight Rider.” Basically
rich and black in texture, it proves
beyond a shadow of a doubt that Mr.
Joe Cocker is definitely not washed
up. In fact, judging by the sound of
his voice on “Woman to Woman,” it
seems that Cocker was just on what
a close companion dubbed, “an ex
tended vacation from the extraneous
parasites who screwed up his head.”
The man of everlasting funk: And
for Joe, it’s probably all the same.
For what you have in Joe Cocker, is
basically an extremely talented, down
to earth, (if somewhat naive) indi
vidual, who, after all the managers,
contract disputes, and numerous stor
ies go by the boards, will still be
basically the same ole Rock ’n Rolling
Joe Cocker—an unassuming man of
“funk” from a dingy little town in
northern England who got caught up
in the grand musical grind, shook the
musical world by cutting out when
they least expected it, and who’s now
back to pick up where he left off. Joe
may have disappeared more success
fully than Greta Garbo and snuck
back more secretively than James
Bond, but
Joe Cocker!
seems to
show that the former Sheffield pipe
fitter can also still roar with all the
power of an old British rock star . . .
an old British rock star named Joe
Cocker. Lord have mercy!
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f hese are the twenty LP’s that the CIRCUS Poll shows are winning the race for rock popularity this month. The hype,
the over-promotion, the publicity don’t mean a thing on this exclusive CIRCUS chart. It is compiled directly from letters
sent by more than 4,000 serious rock listeners living in every corner of the U.S. and Canada. (A star shows that an LP is
shooting rapidly toward the top of the chart.)

1 ( 1) Alice Cooper—School’s Out
(—) Pink Floyd—Obscured By Clouds
2 ( 2) Emerson, Lake & Palmer—Trilogy
12 (20) Cheech & Chong—Big Bambu
3 ( 6) Rod Stewart—Never A Dull Moment
13 (10) Chicago—Chicago V
★ 4 (12) Mark Bolan & T. Rex—The Slider
★ 14 (—) Deep Purple—Machine Head
5 ( 3) Leon Russell—Carney
15 ( 9) Eric Clapton—Layla
6 ( 4) Rolling Stones—Exile On Main Street ★ 16 (—) Yes—Close To The Edge
7 ( 7) Jethro Tull—Thick As A Brick
17 ( 8) Uriah Heep—Demons & Wizards
8 ( 5) Elton John—Honky Chateau
18 (—) Peter Frampton—Winds Of Change
19 (—) Eagles—Eagles
(—) Allman Brothers—Eat A Peach
20 (18) Three Dog Night—Seven Separate
10 (11) David Bowie—Rise & Fall Of Ziggy
Stardust

A selection of the most-played LP’s
and singles as monitored off the air by
CIRCUS listening posts. The top FM
rz^z*lz
rock stations ♦this rvazmXv
month inz'lnzfa*
include:
WNEW FM New York City
KSAN FM San Francisco
KMET FM Los Angeles
WNCR FM Cleveland
CHUM FM Toronto
WKTK FM Baltimore
1 Catch Bull At Four—Cat Stevens
2 Already Here—Redbone

Fools

3 Black Sabbath Vol. 4—Black
Sabbath
4 New Blood—Blood, Sweat & Tears
5 All The Young Dudes—Mott The
Hoople
6 Black Heat
7 Brother—Lon & Derek Van Eaton
8 Rising—Mark/Almond
9 Sniper & Other Love Songs—
Harry Chapin
10 Rock And Roll Music To The
World—Ten Years After

11 Close To The Edg<
-Yes
12 Glorified Magnified—Manfred
Mann
13 Bandstand—Family
14 Loudon Wainwright III—Album III
15 No. 1 Record—Big Star
16 Batdorf And Rodney
17 England—Amazing Blondel
18 Raw Velvet—Bobby Whitlock
19 Lies—J. J. Cale
20 Recycling The Blues—Taj Mahal
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To make sure that your favorite albums make it on the CIRCUS Top Twenty, fill out the ballot below with the names
of three NEW records, then send it to CIRCUS Top Twenty, 866 United Nations Plaza, New York, N. Y. 10017.
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the record lover's guide
An A to Z listing
for the ravenous
record buyer.
,zi

Love it!

Worth one listen
at least.

Listen to it ’til the
grooves grow old.

ding? That lumbering bunch of inept
rock clowns who butchered “Long
Tall Sally" and endless other tunes?
Nope. This was a brand new, spilTcdup Cactus. Before they dashed off to
form a trio with Jeff Beck, Messrs.
Bogart and Appicc gathered together
three new nasty rockers in the per
sonages of vocalist Peter French, key
board player Duane Hitchings and
guitarist Werner Fritzchings. The re
sults were amazing. Hitchings and
French proved to be vital additions
both as performers and writers, and
Werner ain’t bad on axe either! The
short-lived new Cactus was fresh,
funky and full of life . . . just ready
to stick it to you with the rockin’cst
boogies heard on wax in a while.

Leave it!

Savory, but for
special tastes.

Ginger Baker—
Stratavarious (Atco)
IT T ten most people
W alk about taking
rock music back to “da roots,” they’re
usually speaking about tracing modern
musical trends back in history for a
century or two. Not Ginger Baker.
When he goes back to the roots he
means business! To get to the essen
tials of drumming, Baker journeyed to
Africa to observe firsthand what
rhythm work was all about. The pul
sating product of his voyage can be
heard on this churning LP. Assimilat
ing rock, African and jazz ingredients
into his new, improved style, Baker
weaves a voodoo-ish spell of foot
pounding power that is positively un
relenting. After a couple of false
starts with his Airforce, it’s really
good to see Ginger take off on the
wings of Afro-rock.
v

Cactus—Ot ’n
Sweaty (Atco)
If you
have ever,
EVER loved REALLY
HARD ROCK you owe it to yourself
to pick up on this new Cactus re
lease. What? Cactus? Are you kid-

Harry Chapin—
Sniper and Other
Love Songs (Elektra)

Break out the hankies,
gang! Harry's back! This time ’round,
the list of Chapin tear jerkers (or is
that just jerkers?) is enhanced (?) by
the presence of an amazingly spright
ly ditty entitled “The Sniper.’’ (“Oh
it was raining hard, when J shot
her.”) The song is breathtaking in its
melodramatic treatment of the sub
ject, rivaling only Raymond Burr’s
Ironside in terms of sheer poetics.
Although his style is antiquated
enough to make Glenn Yarborough
seem modern, Chapin does manage
to shed some light on the plight of
the snipers of the world. At least he
gives the listener a chance to feel
what it’s like to want to kill! Empathy
at its finest hour.

John Denver—Rocky
Mountain High
(RCA)
Friends, are you tired
of the hum-drum, push-pull, drab
existence of city life? Are you longing
to get back to the country, back to
nature . . . even though you’ve never
been further west than Philadelphia?
Why not give a listen to nature boy
John Denver. John, as you recall, is
that silver throated imp who last year
took your AM radios down lush
country roads. Well, John is now out

by Ed Naha

in Colorado somewhere singing about
nature and assorted good stull like
“Summer," "Fall." “Winter." “Late
Winter. Early Spring." and of course,
that crowd pleaser, plain old “Spring.”
Classics all. A trip to the country
with Denver is a pleasant, melodic
journey indeed . . . and a hell of a lot
easier to take than trying to hitch
across the country to Colorado . . .
or even Philadelphia.

Grand Funk Railroad
—Phoenix (Capitol)
The phoenix, as you
may recall, was a myth
ical bird who supposedly rose from
the ashes of its own funeral pyre to
soar high into the heavens filled with
new life. Well, Mark, Don and Mel
don't quite make it in the phoenix
department. Turkics maybe. Phoe
nixes no. They get their wings scorch
ed somewhere on side one of this LP
and lumber about until the conclu
sion of side two. Still, this newest
Funk fest is a step in the right di
rection for this tormented trio, with
the boys holding their own both in the
writing and producing fields. And, in
spite of the tendency to criticize
Grand Funk just for the sake of criti
cism, their new sound is a bit fuller
and a shade more interesting than
their past “epics.” A spunky group
that won't let itself be counted out of
the competition yet, GF may one day
win their wings.

Buddy Guy and
Junior Wells—Buddy
Guy and Junior Wells
Play The Blues
(Atco)

Buddy Guy, Junior Wells and Eric
Clapton . . . three big guns in the
world of modern blues. What kind
of album would you expect from a
collaboration of the three? Hot stull,
right? Wrong. It’s only lukewarm. The
LP, recorded nearly two years ago,
features Clapton on rhythm guitar
(and co-producing), Wells on harp
and vocals, and Guy on lead guitar.
The arrangements arc dull and the
solo work is nothing to write home
about. Sadly, this record stands as a

tarnished monument to what could
have been a blues milestone.

Pick of The Month
Yes—Close To The
Edge (Atlantic)

€

Mickey Hart—Roll
ing Thunder (Warner
Bros.)

Yikes! Another Grate
ful Dead solo LP! This time it’s Mick
ey Hart (ex-Dead drummer) taking
•
______ _
1X7L...
1_____
T
the
plunge.
What _____
makes
Hart’s disk
totally different than Weir’s and Gar
cia’s is that . . uhh . . . umm . . well
. . . he does “Playing in the Band”
really nicely, no . . . uh . . . that was
Weir ... or was that the Dead’s live
LP . . . no, it was Bob Garcia, I mean
Jerry Weir . . . aww Hell! ALL
THREE ALBUMS HAVE THE
SONG ON IT! To Hart’s credit, he
does attempt to sound as un-Dead as
possible, getting a good assist from
an army of name musicians like Alla
Rahka and Zakir Husin. Anyone for
Pigpen?
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Yes
Humble Pie—Lost
and Found (A&M)

Before their hot and
nasty days, Humble Pie
was a cool little British band that
hovered precariously between Steve
Marriott’s hard rock whims and Peter
Frampton’s lilting folk influences.
Their total sound was often confus
ing, but always enjoyable. This double
helping of pounding Pie melodies is
composed of their first two albums,
Safe As Yesterday and Town and
Country. Besides featuring a host of
Frampton-Marriott compositions, the
double LP presents the group’s first
recorded hard rocker, an amazing
cover of Steppcnwolfs “Desperation.”
Humble origins indeed.
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Humble Pie

Let us marvel at Yes.
Just when everyone
was smugly sitting back analyzing the
complexities, of Fragile, along comes
Yes with a new release that makes
Fragile look like a James Gang LP.
So let us marvel, my friends, at the
computer-like precision of Yes. Not
only is this album more complex and
intricate than its predecessor, but it
is more unified, containing only three
pieces. (One taking up one whole
side, the others glomming but a half
side each.) The title track (the big
gie) utilizes the usual high-pitched
harmonies and synthesized sounds that
have become Yes trademarks. As a
matter of fact, this LP makes use of
every sound device imaginable, with
the possible exception of the kitchen
sink. (But don’t worry, Yes fans, ru
mor has it that the plumbing’s coming
on their next release.)

Tyrannosaurus Rex
—A Beginning
(A&M)

A MODERN FABLE
Once upon a time, in a mythical and
made up kingdom- called England,
there lived two down and out musi
cians named Marc Bolan and Steven
Peregrin-Took. “Let us form a unique
two man band,” said Marc one day
to Steve. “Yes,” spake Steve sagely.
And so it went. The two formed a
magical little band called Tyranno
saurus Rex. “We’ll call our magical
little band Tyrannosaurus Rex,” said
Marc to Steve. “Yes,” spake Steve
even more sagely than in the preced
ing sentence. The very magical band
made two very magical albums in
England; My People Were Fair And
Had Sky In Their Hair and another
one with a title too long and ridicu
lous to recount here. “Someday when
we have proven to the world that our
simple music is great, these two al
bums will be released outside of our
kingdom, like in the States, and gar
ner us big bozo bucks,” said Steve . . .
not too sagely. And so, the two friends
shook hands, taking an oath to keep
their friendship and to preserve their
very magical folk sound forever. “We
will never sell out to cheesey rock
and roll,” said Steve with a grin.
"You will never sell out to cheesey
rock and roll,” said Marc flatly.

Tyrannosaurus Rex

Johnny Rivers—L.A.
Reggae (United
Artists)
Johnny Rivers has al
ways been a difficult artist to try to
hang a label on. Like a chameleon on
a crazy quilt. Rivers’ style has
changed with the times, from folk to
rock to folk, and now back to rock
again. Aided and abetted by a crew
of rock die-hards, Rivers manages to
do alright with some of his “new”
material, like “Rock and Roll Pneu
monia, Boogie Woogie Flu,” but his
treatment of songs like “Mother and
Child Reunion” are laughably bad.
Non-Rivers fans may find this one a
bit too shallow for their tastes.

CIKCUS “1

Don't overlook these disks ****
Lindisfarne—Dingly
Dell (Elektra)

*
*

There
is
something
magnificently ambigu
ous about Lindisfarne. For one thing,
S they arc currently the number one
* group in England (sorry Marc and
Mick), and yet nobody Stateside has
ever heard of them. Most U.S. record
* buyers can’t even pronounce their
name, let alone purchase their album.
Anyhow, their newest release (their
third) is a thoroughly enjoyable col
lection of north British folk melodies
set to astounding rock beats. Lindis
farne's style is a happy one, bursting
with merry mandolin playing (by Ray
Jackson, who gave Rod Stewart’s
“Maggie May” and “Mandolin Wind”
their distinctive sound), harmonious
* harmonica playing and angelic acoustic guitar work. Just plain fun. by a
£ group of zanies who have conquered
* the kingdom but have yet to subjugate the States.
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Nazareth—Exercises
(Warner Bros.)
A bonnie fine group
from Scotland, Naza
reth mixes strings, synthesizers, folk
guitar and heavenly harmonies together to form a crisp, clean folkrock sound. Musically, they/ are devas
tating, and lyrically, they will bring a
tear to the eye of anyone who has
tu 1U1UOV14.
ever vuuaiuui
considered
himself vi
or iitiotu
herself aa
romantic. Wallowing in poignant love
songs (for the most part), Nazareth’s
Exercises is a collection of semi-lullaby tunes that may make this group
the first Scots to score in a big way in
this country.
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Road (Natural
Resources)

Paving their way to
rockdom with a hard
driving style is Road, ex-Hendrix
bassist Noel Redding’s latest group.
The trio, made up of Redding on
bass, Leslie Sampson drums and Rod
Richards on guitar, leans heavily towards long and winding rock pieces,
but is not averse to exploring light,
almost semi-acoustic trails either.
Road effectively retains the pixic-ish
magic which glimmered from time to
time in Redding’s last group effort,
Fat Mattress; but this time around
the magic is mixed with healthy doses
of rough rock. Road proves to be a
very easy path for most rock devotees

4’2 ewetjs
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to travel on.
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Silverhead (Signpost)

The lead singer wears
darling eye shadow.
The lot of ’em dress like foppish pop
idols. They’re English. Hubba! Hubba! Hubba! Oh, yeah, they're also
pretty decent musicians, turning out
some really tasteful rock tunes brimming over with churning drum work
and slippery slide guitar. The vocals
sound like a cross betwixt L.A.’s late,
lamented Crabby Appleton and the
U.K.’s (bless ’em) T. Rex. Nothing
novel here, but an amiable diversion.

Birtha (ABC-Dunhill)

-

Hi, there, male chauvinists. Remember
when your idea of a
girl singer was Petula Clark? And a
female rock band was the Chiffons?
Remember all those swell daydreams?
Hot stuff, eh? And then along came
.ramo
aimjr, anu
Janis unu
and ic*i.vt
later vn,
on, iFanny,
and ntvnuu
kicked
you in the eyeballs and other areas.
What were those g-g-g-g-GIRLS dooing? Rock? Was nothing sacred? Well,
’
....
brace yourself
oinkers . . . ’here conies
big Birtha, a female foursome that
packs enough wallop to put you out
like a light. The music is fast and furious, and the musicianship is top notch.
One of the strongest rock entries to
come along in a while, Birtha leaves
_______i.
___________ i
________
j______
the lilting rock
sound ._
to .i
those
dear
English pop star bands and tackles
good ol
m. ’ ............
American hard
..«.U ...
rock with
...... all
a..
the fervor of an L.A. Ram. Welcome
to the rock fold, big, battlin’ and beeyootiful Birtha.
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Chi Coltrane
(Columbia)

If you had to describe
Chi Coltrane in one
word, “emotional” would be it. The
ms. has talent. A lot of it. Everything
she does sparkles with energy: the
way she writes, the way she performs,
everything. She does rock. She does
ballads. She does a wee bit of every
thing in a straight forward style that
is her own and outlandishly fresh.
When she begins to sing and play her
piano, the listener realizes that he
will not be hearing another mundane
Carole King parody, but a young artist who is out to make it in her own
zesty way. Chi Coltrane.
•
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Jerry LaCroix—
LaCroix (Epic)

Screech! Grunt! This
debut LP of (White)
trashy material by ex-Winter garbage
man Jerry LaCroix will have White
Trash pickers jumping with glee. Motown-ish horn riffs, funky R & B
rhythms and LaCroix’s bluesy bron
chitis vocals all make for soulful lis
tening. Although most of the material
is new, all of it is rather routinely
rolled in rhythm and blues arrangements, making La Croix a semi-vapid
excursion into fast funk for the un
initiated.

X
Mott the Hoople—All
The Young Dudes
(Columbia)

❖

Shedding their Bob DyX
: lan-ish country pie guises for the all
new, improved limey pop-star image,
Molt has come up with a new sound
and a new label. Following the ad
vice of guiding Starman David Bowie,
Molt has put together an LP which
smacks, not only of Bowie, but also
;
of Lou Reed and the mid-Sixlies
Stones. While not an exceedingly in
X ventive production. All The Young
*
Dudes is Mott's slickest and catchiest
release to date. Their renditions of
Bowie’s "All The Young Dudes” and
- Reed’s “Sweet Jane” are absolute
knock outs, making this collection of
* British rock worthy of your attention.
•••
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Martin Mull—Martin
Mull (Capricorn)

Martin Mull is a typi
cal, everyday kind of
guy who could very well live right
next door to you . . . providing you
reside in a laughing academy. Mull
approaches music in the same gentle
manner in which the A-Bomb ap
proached Hiroshima a couple of dec
ades ago. His results are equally
startling. Mixing 1930-ish melodies
with genuinely bizarre lyrics, Mull
comes up with such heart breakers
as “Ventriloquist Love” (the talc of
a love triangle wherein one third of
the affair is built of balsa wood),
“Margie the Midget” (a short love
epic), “Eggs" (about guess what?),
and "Partly Marion” (the tragic tale
of a young lass who loses a few fingers
in a washing machine wringer). Some
where, Gilbert and Sullivan are cart
wheeling in their graves.
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'Lost And Found' —
,/The.Tasty Tale Of
Humbib Rie s
P* *_ Softest Slice
Once upon, a time a
raunchy shouter

named Steve Marriott
I

used to stand
shyly in the twin ;s
I asking if it was Itim

to go orii
> $

by John Swenson, additional research by
Janis Schacht

I 'his December, Humble Pic will
JL go onstage in America's Deep
South shouting, steaming and raving.
While the rest of the band assembles
at the back of the stage, fivc-footfour-inch Steve Marriott will step to
the front. “Yeah,” he'll shout over
and over again, “yeah, yeah, yeah.”
His face will twist as he screams at
the audience, attacking them with the
gusto of a drill instructor firing up a
band of fresh recruits. Then he'll
grab for the guitar dangling at his
skinny waist and storm into “Hot
and Nasty,” singing like a manic
steam shovel carving a bottomless pit,
belting so hard it’s a miracle his tonsilc don’t fall out.
But the Humble Pic fans gathering
in long lines to buy tickets to the
upcoming concerts are in for a shock
if they listen to the Humble Pic LP’s
that have just arrived in the record
stores. A&M Records has just released
a set of two albums the group record
ed long before their tours with Grand
Funk Railroad made their name a
household word. And this “new” tworecord set—Lost And Found—resur
rects a sound whose existence no re
cent fan could ever possibly have sus
pected.
Where has all the grit gone?
Lost And Found has no gritty, granite
screaming. No savage, adrenalinepumping electric guitar. No hand clap
ping and foot stomping. Instead, it
has lush, rolling, gorgeously melodic,
uncompromisingly rhythmic, acoustic
ally-dominated music. “Take Me
Back” opens with a quiet pattering
bongo and a light acoustic guitar that
smacks of the Beatles’ soft, country
side sound on “Blackbird” (from The
White Album}. “Shaky Jake” opens
with a harmonica played so gently
that it sounds as if Roy Rogers were
blowing into it tenderly during a star
lit evening alone with his campfire.
And “The Cold Lady” even opens
with the pensive sound of a sitar.
Lost And Found is going to leave
a lot of recent Pie converts asking
one big question: how in the world
did the atom-powered hard rockers
who have made the “Hot And Nasty”
sound their trademark ever get mixed
up with this soft and peaceful stuff?
And why did they ever hide the pul
verizing brass knuckles of their heav
ily amplified modern power in the
lambs’ wool glove of medium-soft
rock?
First step—a kick in the teeth:
Steve Marriott, lead singer, guitarist
and songwriter for Humble Pie, sat
on the edge of the bed in his New
York hotel room, leaning forward in
a pose
;se of intense concentration with
his bony hands clasped firmly be-

tween his knees as he tried to answer
those questions. “When we first form
ed this group,” Steve began, “the first
thing we thought was that we had to
kick all our background in the teeth
and do something different. Wc felt
we had to reverse our past, which
was wrong. But wc didn't rcally find
out how wrong it was until wc went L
on to play.”
In 1968, Marriott had been the g
leader of the Small Faces, the fore
runners of Rod Stewart's modern pari- n
ners. Steve had been a scream idol m
who stood onstage in horror watching
burly bouncers smash clevcn-ycar-old -1
girls in the face for trying hysterically g
to scramble up over the footlights and o
snatch the shirt off their hero's back. £
Peter Frampton, the eighteen year old
who would soon join with Steve to
form Humble Pie, was the leader of
the Herd, another British hysteria
bomb. Guards had to surround him
in a menacing phalanx and carry him
down the aisles in order to get him
out of the theaters in one piece. And
even after Frampton was safely seated
in his limousine, little girls would fling
themselves on lop. under, and in front
of his car to get his attention.
Supergroup a real sleeper: Then
Peter quit the Herd and Marriott left
the Small Faces. As Peter explains,
“I was tired of people asking me
what color shoes I wore instead of
what instruments I play.” Less than
six months later headlines broke out
in all the British music papers blaring
excitedly that two of England’s big
gest teen legends had formed a new
supergroup. The name of that group?
Humble Pie.
But the “new supergroup” got off
to a less than super start. Three weeks
after they formed the band, they went
into London’s Morgan Studios and in
fourteen days of exhilarating rebellion
against their past recorded the bril
liant melodies of the two LP’s that
make up Lost And Found. But these
melodics were destined to die an un
popular death, strangled by the audi
ence’s indifference. Humble Pie fied
England to avoid the teen agers who
had clogged theater aisles with their
fainting bodies and came to America
hoping that the red, white and blue
would listen to them as serious musi
cians. In 1969 they stepped quietly
onto a New York City stage to play
a set of acoustic numbers that
promptly put the audience to sleep.
The band had no leader, no shoutcr, £
no loud instrumentals. Marriott stepped softly forward to do “The Sad J?
Bag Of Shaky Jake,” then receded o
into the background. Frampton did g
his own “Take Me Back,” then step- o
ped into the shadows. And the audi- f

Former Pie Man Peter Frampton: Framp
ton’s Camel has been touring the States
and stirring up a storm of applause. But
the sound of its music is suspiciously
similar to what the Pie was doing in the
days of LOST AND FOUND.

Steve^^arriott
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Jerry Shirley, drums: Finally they got a
manager who stood in the wings with a
whistle around his neck shouting like a
football coach.

Greg Ridley, bass: Then It happened. At I
? < an. American concert they rocked so hard
•'VV-vtirat-Black Sabbath refused to follow them. I

______

__ J

cncc sat politely waiting for them to
clear the stage.
Out of the shadows, into the
boogie: As they trudged back and
forth across America month after
month, Peter and Steve began to real
ize that the new band wasn't making
it. Audiences were not raving, in fact
they were hardly even applauding.
Then the group started to notice that
the slumbering bodies up there in the
darkness of the balconies were waking
up to whistle and clap for one or two
brief numbers—songs like “Hallelujah
I Just Love Her So” and “One-Eyed
Trouser Snake Rhumba”—the shout
ing, stomping rockers. The crowds
wanted to boogie. And therein lay
the clue to their future.
It was during the year of hard
times that Marriott took over the
group's
leadership,
for although
Frampton was the artistic director,
Steve was the one with the real drive
that the band needed to keep them
selves going when things looked
toughest. “We knew we had to sac
rifice one thing or another,” Steve
admits .' We were looking for a new
manager, but we had to get a really
great one, and just by the luck of the
gods we found Dec, and he dug us
and we dug him.”
“Dec” is Dec Anthony, who Mar
riott feels turned the group around
when he took over as manager. “No
body else at that time wanted to
know about us, man. Everywhere was
negative vibes. Then Dec came to
sec us play and he was knocked out.
A band needs confidence to be a
band. We’d been sapped of it all by
these moronic . . .” In a fit of pique
Marriott slammed his tiny fist against
the bed as a gesture of contempt
towards the forces that had kept him
from doing what he wanted to do
all that time.

Steve mans the ship: “Pete was
very timid,” Steve explained. “It took
me to go ‘Yeah!’ It’s like creating a
personal mayhem within the band.
Like when the cat looks at you and
you go ‘Get it on!’ he’s not just gonna
stand there anymore. And now it’s a
natural thing for everybody to say,
‘I’m gonna give it all I’ve got when I
get out there, I’m gonna have all the
balls hanging out.
“But the thing that really turned
us around,” Marriott continued, with
a leprechaun’s twinkle in his eye, “was
America! That was the tour when we
played the Fillmore with Derek and
the Dominoes. We were beginning to
really fucking rock on then. And Dec
was over there with his ‘Get out there
and play!’ and we’d go ‘Yeah!’ where
as before it was like ‘You think we

ought to go on now?’ A big difference.
So you develop a presence. I feel in
charge, therefore I give out ‘in charge’
vibes. Which is like a presence, the
audience knows that we’re a flash
band.”
At this point Steve suddenly drops
to the floor and proceeds to do a
dozen marine style pushups, raising
himself up and down on his wrists.
“I have to do it,” he grunts in ex
planation, ‘"otherwise the sweat gets in
me bones. ’Cause I sweat so much,
cookin' each night.”
The sweat pays off: It happened
a year ago, the night Humble Pic was
to play the second of a two-night en
gagement warming up for Black Sab
bath at Howard Stein's Capitol Thea
tre in Portchcsicr. What the group
didn't know until they got there was
that they had humiliated Sabbath so
completely the proceeding night that
the group had cancelled out of the
second night, leaving Humble Pic to
headline the show. Upon hearing this,
Marriott was delighted. “They don't
feel well.” he had pouted, then cack
led like a drunken chipmunk, “hahahahaha . . . indigestion!”
Marriott went out that nightt and
led his troops through an iinspired
—;
set. with Dec Anthony standing by the
curtains at the right side of the stage
with the air of a bearded football
coach as he blew the whistle hanging
around his neck and shouted encour
agement to the band. They took his
prompting to heart and not a soul
in the audience asked for a refund.
Steve Marriott gave all he had and
the audience really appreciated it.
“You couldn't afford to throw a
show, just throw it away,” he had
explained back in the dressing room
after the gig. “because people paid
money, came to see you.”
How sweet it is: Now it finally
seems as if people arc ready to pay
money for something they stubbornly
refused to shell out for when Pie was
first strugling to survive. The soft
sound that disappeared so dismally
beneath the waves when Lost And
Found*,s LP's first sank out of sight
three years ago is finally being fished
out of the water with the urgent en
thusiasm it deserved in the first place.
What's more, Peter Frampton has left
the hundred decibel confines of the
modern Humble Pie to beguile Amer
ica with Frampton's Camel, a group
that resurrects the soft feeling of Lost
And Found's most melodious cuts.
Maybe the real question is not how
in the world Humble Pie ever got mix
ed up with soft rock, but how in the
world America ever failed to realize
just how good that soft rock really
was.
•

All In The
Family's
Rob Reiner: Five
Reasons Why
Meathead's
A Lost Soul
Rob’s San Fernando Valley
home is a living memorium
to garbage... when
he’s not recycling it, he’s
buying it for a quarter.
by Barbara Graustark

!

T T e stands proudly behind his
1 JL modest North Hollywood home,
dwarfed by a spiralling tower of gar
bage six feet high and at least seven
in depth that almost engulfs his gar
age. It’s that time of the month when
Rob Reiner takes his garbage inven
tory, and he's wading ankle-deep in
rusty tin cans that trip him. Caught
off guard, he nearly falls, regains his
balance, then promptly stumbles into
a wall of old, moldy newspapers, in
the process knocking at least half a
dozen bottles out into the driveway.
They clatter down the pavement, roll
ing in all directions. Looking up, he
shrugs good-naturedly, and begins
loading the junk into his car. “If I
could, I’d probably recycle my wife,
too,” he jokes.
Rob and his wife, Penny, take the
recycling issue seriously, only one of
a dozen topical issues in which Rob
invests his time and money. He helped
found Earth Limited, an ecology
awareness organization, and today’s
garbage inventory is in preparation
for his monthly car trip to the reclam
ation center. "Everything that can
be recycled is piled here by the gar
age ” he brags. “Then once a month
u/e ’take it over to the center. It’s the
most important thing in our lives right
n°Li^e Mike Stivic his All In The
Family alter-ego, Rob Remer w a
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most earnest guy. Reveals Norman
Lear, the show’s creator and pro
ducer, “Rob differs least from his
character of all the actors in Family.
He is as passionately earnest about
the quality of the rice I serve at my
house as he is about the fact that
another airplane was hijacked yester
day. We use that passion a lot in the
show.”
To a degree, Rob agrees. “I know
the world is in a state of turmoil,” he
says, “but first we must stay alive if
we are going to solve all or even part
of those problems. We must protect
our children from further pollution
of this country.”
Heigh-ho, Reiner . . . and away:
Rob Reiner wasn’t always such a con
cerned citizen. In fact, until he met
his lovely wife, Penny, three years
ago, he was pretty much of a selfish
guy . . . and, by his own descriptions,
little more than a lost soul. He admits
today that his maturity is newlyfound, . reinforced by the events
around him, and by his own sense of
security.
The twenty-five year old son of
comedian-producer-writer-actor Carl
Reiner (how would you like to grow
up in his shadow?) confesses to being
a lost soul. “I was only a child myself
a few years ago. I was still thinking
like one. I had very little idea of what
I really wanted to do. I always wanted

to do the typical things most boys
dream about. There were certain
stages in my life when I wanted to
be a doctor, a baseball player, a fire
man, and even a cowboy. But I was
already twenty-four when I wanted to
be a cowboy!”
Perhaps Rob’s most visible quality
is his tremendous momentum, the en
ergy which thrusts him from project
to project. His enthusiastic approach
to life, to his acting career, to the
harsh realities of his strenuous, eightcen-hour day is projected as well to
his fantasies, upon which he can and
will talk at length. At twenty-five,
those fantasies still remain, and one
occassionally wonders if Rob might
not take off tomorrow for the great
Montana plains to see the cowboy
fantasy through.
“I still have fantasies of being a
major league baseball player, too,” he
says. “I get up before eight each Sun
day morning to work out with the
Los Angeles Spoilers before their
weekly ten A.M. softball game.”
Reiner plays center field and bats 400.
Those Super pressures: When he’s
not carrying out fantasies on the field,
he’s doing so on the screen, before
the cameras—and in his office. A ner
vous, overly energetic guy, he feels
something of importance must occupy
each waking minute. He walks pur
posefully down Hollywood’s Sunset
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Strip to his eighth floor office in a
dazzling skyscraper. Once inside, he
prowls restlessly about the casuallyfurnished room, pacing his steps “as
though he is playing some solitary
game of musical chairs,” notes one
friend. Pushing his blond hair vigor
ously out of his face again and again,
he turns to his desk to reveal nine
unfinished scripts he is in the process
of writing. Besides acting in the year’s
most popular TV scries, he’s also writ
ten several episodes in collaboration
with his partner, Phil Mishkin. “You
can’t imagine how exciting it is to
actually sec something you’ve written
being acted on TV. To me, it’s more
exciting than acting on the show. I
get a thrill out of working on the cre
ative scenes. I don’t mean that acting
isn’t creative,” he’s quick to add, “it’s
just that writing a script, you actually
give birth to your own ideas.”
The Super, last year’s summer re
placement series was created and writ
ten by Rob and Phil, and lukewarm
reviews threatened the show's survival
as a fall series. But Rob still has hope
for a time slot when the fall shows
arc rc-cvaluated in the winter. During
his four-month hiatus from. The Fam
ily, he worked at writing for The
Super and other ventures six full days
a week, and three evenings a week.
He claims the pressure does not
bother him, “except that all day long
I cat junk food and get fat.” Like his
famous father, he seems secure, even
ideally happy, when handling several
career ventures at once, providing
numerous outlets for his nervous en
ergy. However, this energy was not
always so constructively channeled.
Three years ago, his inability to “come
to terms with being a famous man’s
son” manifested itself in a nervous
breakdown. He returned to his par
ents’ California home from his thea
trical stock productions, determined
to “find out who I was.” He claims his
mission was accomplished success
fully. “Being Carl Reiner’s son didn’t
change,” he says. “But I found out
ways to deal with it.”
Making Poppa proud: Of course,
being the son of Carl Reiner implies
its own handicaps. Although Rob
claims his early childhood days were
as normal as apple pie, it would be
hard, if not impossible, not to be in
fluenced deeply by a man like Reiner,
Sr., and by growing ud in a household
where celebrities like Mel Brooks, Sid
Caesar, Martin Landau, and a host
of other comedians and actors were
frequent dinner guests. Yet Rob in
sists that his father’s influence pro
vided a stabilizing note for him. “I
was raised in the East,” he says. “We

didn’t live in Hollywood. I grew up
in the Bronx and in New Rochelle.
My father was really never one for
publicity and limelight—he never ran
in those circles. He had regular
friends, and my childhood was a very
normal one. People would often ask
me what it was like to be the son of
Carl Reiner. It never seemed like a
big thing to me. We didn’t have that
kind of relationship. To me, he was
just a real great dad.”
While Carl Reiner never deliberate
ly discouraged Rob from entering the
entertainment world, Rob realizes his
father’s influence on his career was
“implicit.” Rob admits that “he never
actually told me he wanted me to go
into show business and he never said
he didn’t. But I found out later that
deep down inside he didn't want me
involved in the business—the family
business, you might call it. He never
deterred me. though. He let me take
my own course.”
Although the boy had shown an
early proclivity towards the theatre
(he acted, directed and produced sev
eral plays while still in high school),
his fantasy world portraits of himself
still obscured the reality of an acting
career; he was still in the cowboy
stage. That is, until three years ago.
“It was then I really began to grow
up. Prior to that everything I did
was just for me, and no one else was
involved. Then, almost overnight, I
fell in love with my wife, and I want
ed to do things for her. I wanted to
share my life.”

No time for fun: Today, with one
foot still in the old fantasy world,
Rob tries to channel his energies out
wards into social projects. Pessimistic
at times, he occasionally feels the in
congruity involved in trying “to write
jokes when the whole world is blow
ing up around us.” His weekends are
spent campaigning for George Mc
Govern, Earth Limited, or fund-rais
ing for the defense of the Pentagon
Papers’ Daniel Ellsberg. As a result,
his twenty-eight year old wife rarely
sees him. She sits in their modest San
Fcmando Valley home, surrounded
by the relics of their married life—
“a whole weirdness of antique junk
we have collected” that includes a
Hopalong Cassidy lunch pail, a bub
blegum machine, a copper foot warm
er, a sewing machine made out of
Tinkertoys—and plans her own spare
time. Wistfully, she recalls the early
days of their twenty-month old mar
riage when “we used to go out to
garage sales and buy lovely garbage
for a quarter. We literally used to
stay up all night—eating Chinese
food, playing chess and pinball and
gin rummy or Spite and Malice, and
then going out to midnight movies.
We used to see at least six movies
each week.” Now, Rob admits his
free time limits them to one 6:30
P.M. flick each week—and that he’s
likely to fall asleep during that one.
A totally “non-Chauvinistic male,”
says Penny, Rob urges her to do vol
unteer work, go back to school, act,
or take any job that interests her.
However, she lacks the nervous en
ergy that propelled her husband into
pursuing a multi-faceted career. And
his new-found security is indirectly
driving her towards escape sleeping—
“because there’s nothing for me to
do.” It would appear that another
Reiner family identity crisis is in
progress.
As easily as Rob maneuvers free
$ time into constructive channels, so
too he might redirect his All In The
Family enthusiasm towards another
career path—possibly full-time pro
ducing or writing. Already showing
signs of stress and boredom with the
Mike Stivic role, he expresses a de
gree of disgust for “the knee-jerk libRob recycles everything but his wife . . . eral” he portrays.
and his Hopalong Cassidy lunchpail.
So, if one day you find yourself
watching some grade-B
western
While some claim that Carl Rein
movie, complete with cowboys, * In
er’s seeming indifference to his son’s
dians, pretty pioneer women and
career in fact prodded Rob toward
scalps tossed into the air, look closely.
his eventual choice, Rob credits his
For one of those triumphant cowboys
wife instead with giving him the mo
atop the white stallion, waving his hat
tivation to work. “Of course, I wanted
in the air, might possibly be Rob
to make my father proud of me, but
Reiner, trying to fulfill just one fan
there was more than that.”
tasy. Heigh-ho, Rob . . . and away.

Shure
and
Circus Magazine's
3rd Annual
Modern
Music Makers
Awards Poll
Are you listening?
VZou know that 1972
was one of the most ex> citing, dynamic years ever in music history. The
now-normal breakups and regroupings came as expect
ed. So did the continuing movement of artists into un
explored modes of musical expression.
The results? That’s what we want to find out in the
3rd Annual Modern Music Makers Awards Poll spon
sored by Shure and Circus Magazine.

Watch for
your ballot
in next month’s
Circus Magazine!

We're listening too!
That’s why next month’s issue of Circus Magazine
will feature a ballot for the 1972 awards poll.
We’re gathering nominations from our panel of
judges.
These judges are:
Joe Cannon, promoter; Terry Knight, producer;
Lillian Roxon, author;
Howard Stein, promoter.
Categories of competition are keyboard, guitar,
■trumpet, hass, drums, saxophone, as well as best new
{and old) group, male vocalist, female vocalist, song
writer, producer, single and album of 1972. -r
Last year, -over 7,000 ballots swamped our -offices
and we’re expecting even more this year.
■

BETTER THAN A RESERVED SEAT
AT JAGGER’S BREAKFAST TABLE
...Peter Townshend lounged in a
swanky restaurant and rapped to
us about how synthesizers and mov
ie cameras could put the adrenaline
back in rock.
... Ringo settled himself by a swim
ming pool in Spain to tell us about
the days when Paul was hounding
him with a lawsuit.
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Close To \

■ >
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J
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Controversy^ £3'^

newsstand ten minutes after the
last copy of Circus disappeared.
You could have been in bed sick
with no one to run out and pick up
Circus for you. You could have been
standing by the magazine rack with
out a penny in your pocket while
the last Circus walked away with
someone else.
You could have been off in the
woods or up in the mountains or
just plain all-day spaced while that
newsstand man blew his last copies.
Man, how high and dry you could
have been.
BUT if you'd been clever, you
could have had it easy, safe, sure
and secure. With that man who’s
never stopped by rain or sleet or
slush or snow slipping a fresh and
shiny Circus through that slot in
your door every month.
ROCK N ROLL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
i
12 |

j Mail to:

...Alvin Lee fiddled with his clogs
in a record company office and ask
ed us to point out that "I’m Going
Home" is not where Ten Years After
is at.
Dr. John The Night Tripper sat
down to a telephone in L.A. and told
us how he got Mick Jagger and Eric
Clapton to play on his latest album.
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Jack Bruce Cries,

Leslie West Gasps
■
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Jack Bruce: Overcome by his new song
in the studio.

Slade: Biggest
Glitter Outburst
Of The Year
Slade
have
definitely
arrived.
Slade
Lead singer Noddy Holder will easily
.cZy audience
beat every
----- into submission,
If he doesn’t hear you screaming,
---- 1 the
and
clapping
“right efrom
yelling
i
start” he’ll just keep at you1 until
~ -*-» Hill (lead guitarist)
you do. Dave
beautiful gold costume eswears a 1
timated at over $500. He moves like
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Leslie West, Jack Bruce and Corky
Laing were sitting in the control
room of New York’s Record Plant
studio while their producer Andy
Johns (sometime Who, Stones and
Faces producer Glyn Johns’ brother)
played back the tapes of Why Dontcha*, the LP they had just completed
in an outlandishly brief week of gut
grinding enthusiasm. When Bruce’s
song “Out Into The Fields” boomed
its strange emotions from the enor
mous speakers on the wall, Jack, who
had overdubbed the song thirty two
times, suddenly burst into tears.
“Man,” said Leslie West in quiet
awe, “that was beautiful.”
• Richard Nixon has Billy Graham,
but Leon Russell has Marjoc. The
sandy-haired evangelist, whose been
steaming up cinema screens with a
documentary that’s hotter than The
Ten Commandments, joined Russell
onstage in Charlotte, North Carolina
(among other places) to sing a few
songs, deliver a mini sermon and
get the crowd shouting. In honor of
the occasion, Leon renamed his show
from “The Leon Russell Circus” to
“The Leon Russell Revival.”

a robot and plays guitar like a bitch.
Slade are easily this year’s biggest
and most important newcomers.
Incidentally any devotees of 1964
English pop music would have lost
an eye star-spotting at Slade’s New
York press party. Not only was their
manager, ex-member of the Animals/
Jimi Hendrix manager Chas Chand
ler present, but ex-manager of the
Rolling Stones, Andrew Loog-Oldham
(who now Jives in New York) also
came to pay his respects to “Eng
land’s newest hitmakers.” Could it
really have been nine years ago that
the Stones were billed that way?
• One of the most interesting
stories going around is that June
Bolan, Marc’s wife, manager and best
friend, used to be road manager for
the Pink Floyd.

Alice Hatches
An Oozing Film
The official announcement of Alice
Cooper’s Broadway debut in February
(dubbed “Alice At The Palace”) had
hardly tumbled from the printing
presses when the leotard-clad author
of “Elected” sprawled on a couch in
his manager’s Greenwich Village of
fice and began to fantasize about his
next titanic project—a film. “Like it’s
about three o’clock in the morning
in this Holiday Inn and there’s this
guy who’s really hungry,” said Alice
with quiet enthusiasm, "you know,
really starved. He goes downstairs
and sees this piece of cake laying
on the plate. So he rushes over and
bites into it and he’s about half-way
through it when this other guy ap
pears with his mouth a mass of
leprous warts and syphilitic scabs and
screams, ‘Don’t eat the cake,’ and
collapses. And there’s the other guy
with the cake and he’s really freak
ing.” Now the problem is to find a
playwright with a strong enough
stomach to write the script.
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Randy Newman, recently labeled
the most unique innovator in today’s
rock cosmos, is about to follow in
the footsteps of a music-maker not
often thought of as a trail-blazer—
Bonny Osmond. Randy’s going to
have his tonsils taken out by the
same surgeon who sliced out Don.ny’s
throat lobes. The surgeon? Newman’s
father.

Randy Newman
Gets His Throat
Slashed
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Randy Newman: Sharing
with Doany Osmond.

Indiana Soaks
While Sabbath Flies Away
Rock Festivals all turn out the
same way . . . bad. The Erie Canal
Soda Pop Festival held at Bull Is
land somewhere on a border between
Indiana and Illinois was no better and
no worse than most. The only differ
ence was that while some 250,000
youths sat out in the rain Saturday
Night waiting for Joe Cocker and
Black Sabbath, Cocker and Sabbath
sat back at the hotel in Evansville,
Indiana, getting drunk.
Only three bands made it on that
first night: Foghat (who play British
blues while swathed in silks and
satins), Birtha (an all girl band who
really set the crowd to boogieing, rain
or not) and Cheech and Chong (who
went on just as it began to rain cats
and dogs).
All the way out to the site Cheech
and Chong told jokes non-stop. So
sincere were they about going on that
at one point they started to get out
of the car and walk the last five miles.
At breakfast Sunday morning, Oz
zy Osbourne of Black Sabbath sat
down to his bacon and eggs clad in

\
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Ozzy Osbourne: Yanked off in a Lear Jet
before he could sing a note.

tonsilectomies

• Joe Cocker’s comeback seems a
little less than spectacular. He had
to cancel one concert at Roosevelt
Raceway in New Jersey due to in
sufficient advance sales and later that
week went on to only a half-filled
crowd at Nassau Coliseum on Long
Island, New York.
Patto, a superb English band who
have recently switched from Vertigo
Records to Island Records are the
ones getting the worst part of the

blue denim overalls (he doesn’t look
evil at all at 10:00 in the morning).
When he confided that after two days
of sitting in the hotel he was really
anxious to get out and play, it sound
ed as if Sabbath would be the first
headliners to make it to the site.
Later that afternoon as the Sunday
sun shone, Black Sabbath, now re
splendent in stage clothes, boarded
their $500 an hour Leer jet and flew
away to New Orleans. Ozzy’s last
words before boarding (as he honked
his dead duck horn) were that there
were too many “foul ups” and they
couldn’t go on.
Monday the Eagles were sighted
landing in Indiana, but no one is
sure if they played. The Festival end
ed in disaster when Rod Stewart’s
manager decided it would be best if
they didn’t play. After three days of
trying experiences and coast to coast
coverage everyone went home, but
not before burning the stage down
in angry protest.
• Bill Withers next album was re
corded live October 6 at Carnegie
Hall.

deal. Playing the Cocker tour, they
have had to put up with all the
Prima-donna antics, the cancellations
and the half-filled houses. Their new
album is Roll ’Em, Smoke ’Em and
Put Another Line Out (Island).
• Chuck Berry’s “London Sessions”
(Chess) album with its top ten single
“Ding-A-Ling” is his first gold LP
and single. Amazing after all the
millions other people have made
thanks to his marvelous material.

■

london

by Kenneth Howards
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Elton John's
j) Nervous Crack-Up
Just as his latest and probably
gi eatest American tour was about to
begin, Elton John finally admitted
the real reason he had come to the
States and hidden out in a Malibu
beach house last summer. While his
mother made coffee in the kitchen
and his father was out by the pool
painting young Elton’s super modern
bungalow, the Rocket Man confessed
that, “I had glandular fever and was
on the point of a crack-up. I was
getting moody, shouting at people. I
mean I’ve had exhaustion bouts, but
never a nervous crack-up like that.”

Procol

Harum:

Losing a

Dave Ball Drops

Procol Harum
The mystery of the month is why
Dave Ball, former lead guitarist with
Procol Harum, left the group just
as it was beginning to experience its
first big burst of success in the five
years since “Whiter Shade Of Pale.”
The Procol Harum Live LP had
scrambled into the top ten and turned

lead guitarist.

gold when suddenly it was announced
that Ball had left the group to join
his brother Dennis in John Baldry’s
backup band. Mickey Grabham, for
merly of Cochise, slipped into Dave’s
place and began rehearsing his licks
for the LP Procol planned to record
this month (tentatively titled Grand
Hotel). But the question still linger
ed about why Ball had left the blaz
ing comet of a fame that was just
beginning to reach the height of its
new glory.
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—jend Everyone’s trying to get noticed and
it started
as -------a movie
ed up as an LP. That, says Kinks
get in on the act.” With reels of
Avory,
is
the
real
celluloid about life on the road in his
drummer Mick
trunk, group chief Ray Davies’ be
story of the latest Kinks opus
Everybody’s In Showbiz, Everybody’s
gan to turn out songs about stardom,
hotels, and cold french fries. Before
A Star. When the band toured the
long the new songs had slipped into
with
States, they took along
a record, but the film was nowhere
them a movie camera and shot
to be seen. What happened? Mick
’ , fans, and of
groupies, press people,
nniirco
colvpc
“
muttered something about turning
course,, thorn
themselves,
themselves.
“IT remember a
the footage into a documentary for
party we had in L.A.,” says Mick,
TV, then quickly skipped into the
“You get so many freaks in the
subject of using horns as backup
states and they’re all dressed up in
instruments. As Avory says, “It was
silly clothes. They all came along
an
interesting project.”
and stood in front of the camera.

French Fry Film Triggers Kinks LP
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Elton John: He
holed up
up In ‘he
holed
Chateau recording an upcoming Lr, w
his mind began to go.

BACK PAGES

• Cat Stevens has struck it big in
the land of the leaping kangaroo. The
Australians awarded him with 23 gold
disks and a gold cassette.
o Ex-Beatle George Harrison and
Stones sidekick Nicky Hopkins are
trading energy for a pair of upcom
ing LP’s that promise to be block
busters. George is producing Nicky’s
new album, and Nicky is returning
the favor by producing
producing- part of
George’s.
o Seven years ago, at the tender
age of fifteen, Peter Frampton took
advantage of having the face that
lauched a thousand screams and used
it to capture a fashion model, with
whom he promptly set up house
keeping. Last month she got her re
venge . . . she married him.

Emerson's Organ
Menagerie
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Keith Emerson: Collecting
like a kid collects pennies.

instruments

It’s been said that Keith Emerson
and Carl Palmer have been running
through musical instruments faster
than Bugs Bunny runs through car
rots. Keith has now got two organs
stashed in the States, two in his
own recording studio in England, an
other two he takes with him on the
road, and a batch of assorted synthe
sizers that bring the grand total of
his equipment’s value to nearly $100,000. Meanwhile Palmer’s passion for
the purchase of fresh drums led one
ELP spokesman to quip that the boy
seems to buy a new set of skins
every morning for breakfast.

Photo. : Chuck Pulin

• It couldn’t last. The new Jeff
Beck Group lost a member less than
two months after it had been formed
to replace the old new Jeff Beck
Group. This time, ex-Jesus Christ
Superstar vocalist Kim Milford slip
ped out of the ensemble, leaving
Beck and his Cactus cronies Tim Bogert and Carmen Appice to play
Britain as a threesome (called, sur
prisingly enough, Beck, Bogert and
Appice).
o Looks as if Britain’s rock TV
program The Old Grey Whistle Test
has been taken over by the rabble
from the colonies. The upcoming list
of guest stars includes Stephen Stills,
the new John Kay band, Quicksilver
Messenger Service, Loggins and Mes
sina, Jim Croce, Jo Jo Gunne, B. B.
King and even the long lost Everly
Brothers. It looks like everyone’s go
ing to get his chance before the
BBC’s TV cameras this season—
everyone, that is, but the British.
o The pictures show a girl with
large, sensuous lips holding a fluffy
white cat between her nearly nude
breasts. It seems her name is Katrina,
she’s a former go-go dancer, and
she’s promoting a single that is said
to be in great demand at discotheques
and dance halls. The name of the
single? “Don’t Stroke My Pussy.”
Once upon a time, Ten Years Af
ter’s Alvin Lee was shy and retiring.
He seldom jammed, frequently fled
the company of other musicians, and
when shows were over, ran like a
startled rabbit to the security of his
country home. But that’s all over
now. Sitting amidst the toy robots
and rockets in the den of his tudor
house near London, Alvin confided
that, “I’m particularly interested in
meeting other musicians and jam
ming, although I’ve never felt like
it before.” The result? When TYA
finished their new album Rock and
Roll Music, they began laying down
tracks with people like King Crim
son drummer Ian Wallace, Procol Harum drummer B. J. Wilson, and Alvin’s
yawning house guest, Georgia gos
pel singer Mylon Le Fevre. Says
Alvin, “It’s widening my horizons.”

• The delicate looking gentleman
dining with Elton John at London’s
Covent Garden kept raising his voice
as he laced into strong words on
Marc Bolan and Mick Jagger. The
woman at his side merely toyed si
lently with her green hair. Who were
they? Space cadet David Bowie and
spouse.
o
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AXT hen Leon Russel] took center
VV
stage at the Los Angeles
Forum the pre-performance excite
ment had reached Rolling Stone pro
portions. As unbelievable as it seem
ed, Russell sold out four local con
certs in less than four days (for a
total of about 100,000 people) and
scalpers were out in force demand
ing $20 for seats that originally sold
for only $5.
Inside the Forum anticipation ran
high. L.A. has always been a Leon
Russell town, with his close friend
and producer Denny Cordell stating
“if Leon isn’t an Oklahoma boy than
he’s a Los Angeles boy,” and the
hometown fans were not about to be
outdone by concerts in other parts of
the country.
What separated Leon’s concert from
the Stones’ was the kind of audience
response and the style of perform
ance. Whereas the Stones were heav
ily into make-up, sequins, Andy War
hol superstars, society ladies, elegant
groupies, transvestites, and Jagger
look alikes, Leon has abandoned all
that rock-star regalia for the down
home look of blue jeans and work
shirts. The high hats are gone, the
tight pants are gone, the sequins on
his ass are gone. What’s left is good
rock and roll with a gospel beat that
cannot be equalled.
He came onstage, stood for a mo
ment, screaming notes that no one
dreamed were possible into the mic
rophone with lung power that
wouldn’t give out. Quickly abandon
ing his standing position, Leon sat
down at the piano and remained
there for a two hour concert that
has never been equalled on the Forum
Leon Russell: A performance so powerful
stage for sheer energy (my apologies
it made the Stones look like small po
to Mick Jagger).
tatoes.

In the “believe it when you see it
category”: the story is now floating
around town that the Rolling Stones
will do a television special for much
money. Marshall Chess, the Stones*
man, will not deny the rumor.
• Cat Stevens was denied entrance
into Hong Kong due to his long hair.
Sounds like Disneyland just a few
years ago.
• People will surely be talking
about a new book called Body
Count by Francie Swartz. Old tim
ers might remember her article in an
underground rock magazine a few
years back telling all about Apple
(i.e. the Beatles). Her new book con
tains a chapter on her affair with
Paul McCartney.
• When Jackson Browne played
the Troubador recently (with Bonnie
Raitt, who was excellent) the turnout
in the audience was so startling that
al) heads turned (as they say.) Seen
there were Hollywood actor Jack
Nicholson, plus David Crosby and
Joni Mitchell. With Joni was David
GefTen, of Asylum Records fame.
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Ptomaine Taps
Grace Slick

• Gilbert O’Sullivan, the unassum
ing lad who burst onto the British
scene a year ago looking like a 1905
newspaper boy, has gone to the
States and come back a hero. His
“Alone Again” held the number one
position in the American charts for
an extraordinary seven weeks and
sold well over two million copies, his
LP shot up the charts with astonish
ing rapidity, he showed his face and
loosened his larynx on the Dean Mar
tin and Sonny & Cher shows, and he
dropped into Belgium long enough to
pick up a golden trophy for being
“the most popular foreign artist in
Europe.”

Rock Summit
Conference In The
High School Gym
It should be fun: St. Mary’s High
School in San Francisco is having a
reunion. Among the graduates from
that school are Paul Kantner, two
Fogertys and Carlos Santana. How
ever, rumor has it that Santana was
only enrolled for about a day: some
one found a rather long knife in his
pocket and he was expelled. Good
show.

\t\
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Carlos Santana: Revisiting his alma mater
with Creedence and Kantner.

One of the musicians in If had to
force a cancellation of their recent
Whiskey A Go Go date due to food
poisoning. That particular illness
seems to be sweeping rock groups:
the weekend before, the Jefferson
Airplane had to cancel out their
scheduled Winterland date when
Grace Slick was stricken. She spent
two days being quite ill with Paul
Kantner at her side.
Grace and Paul, in true rock star
fashion, have abandoned their coun
try home for city living. They have
purchased an enormous house in one
of San Francisco’s most exclusive
districts and have moved in. The re
ported price tag on the house is close
to $250,000. Who said the Airplane
were on their way out.
o Jethro Tull’s Thick as a Brick
album broke records in Australia by
going gold in less than five days. But
A&M is making something of a rec
ord themselves by announcing that
the Carpenters have just sold beyond
the 18 million mark.
• Songwriter Paul Williams is a
definite old movie freak. And a house
freak. His old abode was high in the
Hollywood Hills and contained a
plaque which said that the structure
was used as a hide-out for the famed
Early Californian outlaw Joaquin
Murrieta (a sort of Spanish Robin
Hood). His new house is also high
in the Hollywood hills. This one used
to be owned by actor/director Orson
Welles and actor Peter Lorre.
• Chrysalis, one of the major Eng
lish labels, featuring such artists as z
Jethro Tull, Procol Hanim and Wild x:
Turkey, will now be on the WB “fam
ily of labels.” The deal, which figures
to be an important step for both the
parent company and the new “child” £
Grace Slick: Food poisoning kept Grace
will only cover the United States and
in her quarter-million-dollar cottage.
Canada.

• Under the smooth surface of
Redbone’s Top Fortyish sound lurks
a set of meanings most casual listen
ers never realize are there—the in
tense beliefs of Indian mysticism.
The tales of strange magic from last
year’s “Witch Queen of New Orleans”
and the new LP Already Here are
more than mere myth to group lead
ers Pat and Lolly Vegas, whose uncle
was an Indian brujo, a medicine man

familiar with the powerful world of
spirits. When Lolly was young, he
was once attacked by asthma—a disease modern doctors have a devil of
a time licking. Lolly’s uncle went
out to find the right herbs, came back
with a potion, poured it down the
wheezing youngster’s gullet, and by
the time the patient woke up the
next morning, bingo, the stubborn
asthma had fled with the night.
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Stewart Snatches
Britain's Rock Throne
For two and a half years the
English rock scene has been dominated by
the unchallengeable power of
T. Rexstasy. But now Bolan seems to be
losing out to a new brand of
British madness — Rod Stewart fever.

R’d

Stewart may have been thun
dering through the United States
like an earthquake on stilts early this
fall, selling 20,000 tickets to his latest
Hollywood Bowl concert in less than
two hours, watching Never A Dull
Moment turn gold the week it was
released, seeing one newspaper re
porter write that he was “the most
consistent big business America has
witnessed since the Beatles,” and be
ing driven to the stadiums past scores
of scalpers who demanded up to a
hundred dollars for a seat at his per
formances, but back home in England
Rod the Mod seemed more like Rod
=_„ A
the Midget.
A midget,
midget, that
that is
is by
by comparison with Mark Bolan.
..V :.‘ct Love" emerged
in
Ever since
; of 1970, Bolan has been
the spring
headlines in every English
capturing
rock paper, attracting hordes of faint
ing, sobbing London girls, and shoot
ing LP’s into the number one spot

any time he clicked his fingers, while
Rod Stewart has been just another
Face in the crowd. But in the last two
months it suddenly looked as if Stew
art was about to steal the bopping
imp’s rock crown.
A year and a half ago, in August,
1971, Bolan’s “Get It On’’ leaped to
number one in two weeks while Rod’s
“Maggie May” took over 55 days to
slog her way into the top spot. Eight
months later,
Bolan's “Telegram
Sam” sold a quarter of a million cop
ies a few days after it came out and
shot to number one in less than two
weeks, while Rod’s “Stay With Me”
muddled slowly up to number six,
then tumbled down the charts again.
And when England’s New Musical
Express poll emerged a short time
later, Rod had to content himself
with the Johnny-come-Iatcly-ish title
of Best New Singer of The Year,
while Bolan’s T. Rex marched of! with

Photos: Lynne Carlson
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jrghlnls and the
lush country home, Rod Stewart was only
number two In his home land.

has been a shift that has left the Brit
ish with their mouths hanging. Early
in the fall Marc’s The Slider leaped
up the charts like a nuclear kangaroo;
but another album was hot on its
heels—Rod's Never A Dull Moment.

---s----- — ----- ■ — ■ • t reau.v
i__________ _
occurred
---------- Rod’s album
How does Rod feel about his sudwas i
chasing Bolan’s, it was den ascent to the top of the British
out t
ching the number two
rock heap? A few days before Never
spot while Bolan had only made it to
A Dull Moment finally pulled out
number three.
ahead of The Slider, the gold-suited
And four weeks later Rod had
lad croaked modestly, “I don’t want
clinched it—Never A Dull Moment
to be Mr. Sparkle. If I could just
was towering triumphantly m the
settle_into the sort of loyal fellow-
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Rod takes a break
studio to Polish off
new FacM album C
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Can Deep Purple Survive
Their Latest Tour?
When their equipment van deposited Jon Lord’s

favorite eleelrie piano
in the middle of New York’s Verrazano Narrows
Bridge, the boys held Jllieir heads and cried.
by Barbara Graustark

MU:

Roger Glover: Severe pj
staccato .bassist's mi
soring. Doctors dlagnc
them
chosomatlc and Glov.
—.
cured them—but until this tour's'
DP are holding their collective bn

S3

the

hat’s more powerful than Alice’s
VV pet boa constrictor, able to leap
high keys in a single scream, more
frantic than Yoko Ono jamming with
Olatunji, more misunderstood than the
most obscure Dylan lyric . . . and purpler than Spiro Agnew’s face at a
peace rally? An overripe plum zapped
by a laser beam? The Purple People
Eater caught in a Con Ed plant? No,
it’s the purple passions of England,
Deep Purple, back in the U.S.A, after
three trouble-plagued tours for a try
at their fourth. With three new albums
under their belt—including the cur
rent re-release by Warner Brothers
of cuts from three now-defunct Tetragrammaton LP’s compressed on one
super-double LP, Purple Passages; the
studio tapes they’re rushing for re
lease as their next album; and the
possibility of a Live In Tokyo LP
from a Japanese tour—England’s
most trouble-plagued group will try
for a hassle-free tour to break their
ill-fated travel record. Why ill-fated,
you might ask? Well, consider their
past luck. After a three-year struggle
to make Purple a household color,
the group had to cancel two subse
quent American tours mid-stream
when plagued by the illnesses of gui
tarist Richie Blackmore and Ian GilIan. And don’t think that it was just
group members who lacked medical
immunity: even Al Kooper, who was
slated to replace the ailing guitarist
Blackmore for one show, cancelled
due to food poisoning.
Waging war on Dame Misfortune:
This is no ordinary act, folks. They’ve
had a limousine blow up in their
faces, an equipment van deposit Jon
Lord’s favorite piano and Ian Paice's
most beloved drum set on the hard
concrete of a New York bridge, and
... the list is endless. What other
group would arrive at a ballroom to
play—only to find it in flames?
And if Purple thought no worse
could happen on their third tour, im
agine their exuberant delight to dis
cover enroute to Edmonton, Canada,
from Cleveland that their equipment
and luggage, packed tenderly in spe
cial ' air freight containers, plainly
marked in large letters with the
group’s monicker, was also en route
■—to Zurich, Switzerland.
Then there was Roger Glover's per
sonal problem. The staccato bassist
was plagued by pains that forced him
to use a stool during performances.
A visit to a local hypnotist assured
Roger the pains were psychosomatic
. . . and everyone's holding his re
spective breath until this fourth tour
is over, and the boys safely winging
their way home.
If external worries loomed large,
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they were, perhaps, no deeper than
internal strife. Blackmore claimed he
was unfulfilled by the tours, and
would leave Purple, taking Ian Paice
with him if musical progress wasn’t
made soon. All members fiddled with
their own private projects on the side,
and tensions rose as one difficulty af
ter another threatened the group’s
tenuous harmony.
Political passages in the interim:
Given all these major problems, a
mere musical hassle might seem like a
minor disturbance; yet Deep Purple
is currently being plagued by a set
of musical quandaries that enrages
them even more than the staggering
string of booby traps set by Lady
Luck.
Their new challenge seems to be ~

Purple music, most notably on cuts
off the Deep Purple album, and re
vealing much of Jon Lord’s classical
designs, the album in total is about
as representative of the group’s music
today as the Lord-influenced Deep
Purple and the London Philharmonic
(1969).
Many consider this recent two-rec
ord set to be a political move at best
—and record biz machinery at its
finest. With Machine Head slowly
beating a retreat from the charts, and
the next album still in the studio,
Purple Passages provides new DP
fans with a chance to hear hard-toget cuts—while simultaneously keeping the group’s name in the public
ear.
How to be violent in three easy

Ritchie Blackmore: Purple's surly guitarist
went off to iam with Thin Lizzy before re
turning to the studio for DP's newest al
bum.
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in putting across on their albums the
image they consider most relevant to
their music today. Purple Passages,
for example, reveals one such prob
lem. The album contains some fine
material from Purple’s pre-Gillan, pre
Glover days, covering the two-year
period from 1968 to 1969, and the
material released on Shades of Deep
Purple (1968), Deep Purple (1969)
and Book Of Taliesyn (1969). Al
though exposing the basic roots of

lessons: From their first real attempt
at conveying the present DP approach
to music, through the hard-driving dy
namism of 1970's Deep Purple In
Rock, through Fireball and later Ma
chine Head, Deep Purple seemed
headed along the right track. Fren
zied rock rhythms and incredibly dy
namic performances satiated the
toughest fans. Yet there was a prob
lem. They were making albums that
were excellent, capturing in the studio

MUSIC
Ian Paice: “You’ve got to have an ego
drive to get yourself noticed."

the true spirit of the band in their
stage performances. Yet the boys were
unhappy with the image they were
projecting. They wanted to be thought
of as more . . . well, violent. Sure,
their performances were satisfactorily
satanic. Watch Ritchie Blackmore, for
example, baton-twirl his guitar vicious
ly across his shoulders, swoop it
around his head, down his back, rub
it across his ass, slam it into the wall,
(playing all the time, of course) then
fling it to, the stage, soft-shoeing a
number on the • bridge. Ian Gillan,
Purple’s screaming meafiie,' wails in
time to Blackmore’s machinations,
thrusting the power of numbers like
“Child in Time” into the bowels of an
already over-satiated audience. Lord’s
demonic organ work exposes both
the perfection of a classicist and the
satanic majesty of a Beelzebub, ac
cented by the almost sadistic pound
ing thump of the bare-back Ian Paice.

Deep Purple: PURPLE PASSAGES brings

those oldies but
to new
..«■ goodies
««« on*
fronDP
tjngfans,
the
but Jon Lord claims it Isn’t representative
of Purple’s real sound.

Finding the missing link: This,
then, was the image of Machine Head,
this is the image Purple have carefully
cultivated. Violence—and intelligence
—blend in their stage performances,
but the missing link, the most frus
trating point to group members—
comes perhaps in the quality of their
lyrics. Basically, they do little to main-

tain the violence of the music. This
is one more stumbling block Deep
Purple must overcome if they are to
convey their image as England’s nasti
est boys. And this, then, was a prob
lem that confronted Deep Purple in
October when they returned to the
studios to begin work on their next
album. Now they are on tour, conGods that have previous
ly conspired to turn their American
jaunts into chaos. And barring col
lapsed livers, malfunctioning amps,
bouts of hypochondria, and periods
of internal conflict, they’ll be singing
their new songs. Will their new ma
terial further define Purple’s musical
goal? To Ian Gillan, the group’s main
lyric man, who valiantly struggled in
the studio just one month ago, this
Purple album will either crystallize
the group’s violent image^—or prove
them all just lambs in wolves’ cloth
ing.
•
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